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Summertime and the living is easy – well, at least for some of us. It is the time when
work schedules are greatly reduced, most of the important and serious events are put
off till September, and people take a lighter view of matters. Even our cooking is lighter,
favouring fare that does not require slaving over a hot stove for hours. Salads are in
and heavy stews are out. Chilled white wine is the de rigueur drink. Entertaining is
more casual and spontaneous. Salad and cheese will suffice. With a luscious fruit for
dessert. Add a dollop of ice cream if you want to make it more festive.
The Palestinian summer is taking a break from the many events that took place in July.
Two important events have just been concluded: the Palestine International Festival
and the Jerusalem Festival, in Ramallah and Jerusalem respectively. Not to mention
film festivals, concerts, art exhibitions, etc., that all vie for our patronage.
This light mood notwithstanding, the topic of this month’s issue of This Week in
Palestine is on the heavy side. It discusses Palestine’s Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) and the country’s position vis-à-vis these benchmarks. The articles
focus primarily on Palestine’s track record in eradicating extreme poverty and hunger;
achieving universal primary education; promoting gender equality and empowering
women; reducing child mortality; improving maternal health; combating HIV/AIDS,
malaria, and other diseases; ensuring environmental sustainability; and developing
a global partnership for development. These goals should be achieved worldwide by
2015. The United Nations is organising various events throughout the world during
this year to help nations see how far they have come and whether they will meet
the deadline. In Palestine, the UNDP is taking the lead, in partnership with other UN
agencies, regarding the country’s stand on MDGs to date, organising events and
workshops under the UN umbrella.
Do not let all this heavy talk weigh you down. September is still some time away.
Relax and enjoy the rest of your summer. There is ample time for tackling weightier
topics, come September.
Tony A. Khoury
Editor-in-chief

The views expressed in this publication are those of the author and do
not necessarily represent those of the United Nations or UNDP.
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Delivering Development under Duress
By Maxwell Gaylard

Despite those efforts, achievement of
the MDGs remains severely hampered
by the ongoing Israeli military occupation.
The State of Israel is a UN member
state and a signatory to the Millennium
Declaration, yet the reality of the occupation
prevents Palestinian people from enjoying
development gains that are now being
reported in such diverse countries as
Ethiopia, Armenia, Guatemala, and Egypt.
There is an Israeli policy or practice
that directly, and negatively, impacts the
achievement of many of the Millennium
Goals. Some examples include: Goal 1,
related to halving poverty: poverty is now
increasing in places such as Area C, mostly
due to the zoning and planning of illegal
settlements, and the movement and access
regime which limits economic transactions
across the occupied territory; Goal 2,
related to ensuring universal education:
schools cannot be built or renovated in
East Jerusalem or in Gaza because of
Israeli restrictions on building permits for
Palestinians and the ongoing blockade on
Gaza; Goal 4, related to child mortality: child
and maternal health in Gaza suffer because
the medical system is fragile and many
emergency cases cannot leave the Strip in
time to access adequate health care in the
West Bank, Israel, or abroad; Goal 7, related
to environmental sustainability: illegal
settlements dump wastewater directly into
the wadis, polluting the precious and limited
water supplies in the West Bank. Many more
examples such as these can be found.

When 189 countries signed the Millennium
Declaration in September 2000, they
were announcing a social contract with
one another. Though not legally binding,
the Declaration represents a joint moral
imperative to refocus global attention,
energy, and resources towards improving
the lives of the world’s poorest and most
dispossessed people. The Declaration
introduced eight Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) with associated targets to
be reached by 2015. These goals, which
range from poverty reduction to access to
education and gender equality are universal
in spirit and practice and are intended to
meet the needs of the world’s poorest, with
no exception. The Palestinian people thus
share a right to fulfil the aspirations of the
Millennium Declaration.
The Palestinian Authority (PA) recognises
that, to ensure the viability of the statebuilding agenda, the minimum levels of
well-being, as embodied in the MDGs,
must be achieved. To do this, the PA is
working in partnership with the international
community, including the United Nations,
to set priorities, allocate resources, and
implement and monitor programmes within
the framework, principles, and goals of the
Declaration. While not an independent state,
and therefore not a party to the Declaration,
the PA intends to deliver on the MDGs
within the context of its reform agenda
as a manifestation of its commitment to
strengthen trust in the legitimacy of its
state-building efforts.
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an obligation to apply agreed-upon aideffectiveness principles and to advocate
for the fundamental right of Palestinian
people to the means of fulfilling the MDG
vision. Finally, the State of Israel also has
a responsibility for the advancement of the
MDGs in the territory it occupies and should
facilitate PA efforts to reach its development
aims. In particular, the government of
Israel should completely lift the destructive
blockade of the Gaza Strip and halt illegal
settlement construction in the West Bank,
including East Jerusalem.
In 2000, the world’s leaders pledged to
forge a wide-ranging global partnership
for development to achieve the universal
objectives articulated in the Millennium
Declaration. Today, the great majority of
Palestinians can only aspire to freedom
from extreme poverty and hunger:
quality education; productive and decent
employment; good health and shelter; the
right of women to give birth without risking
their lives; environmental sustainability; and
women and men living in equality, safety,
and security. A great deal more work is
needed and much will have to change
before the promise of the MDGs can be met.

There are only five years to go before the
aims set in the fifteen-year Declaration plan
are to be achieved. Will these five years
see Palestinians sharing the new hope
and prosperity reached by others, even in
countries slowed down by violence, political
discord, and dissent? Or will the next halfdecade offer little positive change and even
further regression?
Now is the time to renew a shared
commitment to undertaking significant
changes through practical and immediately
effective steps. In this regard, achievement
of the MDGs requires that every actor
assume its responsibilities. On the
Palestinian side, to be effective, MDGfocused strategies should be developed
in a transparent manner, with the inclusion
of Palestinian civil society. National and
sectoral budget allocations should reflect
clear priorities to meet development goals
for the most vulnerable and to avoid
social inequalities. The PA’s commitment
to setting up a safety-net system to help
the poorest Palestinians, especially in
zones such as Area C where malnutrition
is on the rise, should be implemented as
soon as possible, with the assistance, as
necessary, of international partners. Under
Goal 8, the international community has

Maxwell Gaylard is Deputy Special
Coordinator for the Middle East Peace
Process and the United Nations
coordinator for humanitarian and
development activities in the occupied
Palestinian territory since March 2008.
He previously served as Director of the
United Nations Mine Action Service and
before that spent significant periods
of time as a senior United Nations
humanitarian and coordination official in
Somalia, Sudan, and northern Iraq.
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of society and significantly enhance
democratic processes in the oPt. In
the long run, fostering and nurturing
democratic processes is the most effective
conflict prevention mechanism for any
state. Can the MDGs be viewed as an
appropriate conduit for such a partnership?

Is Civic Engagement the Missing
Equation for Accomplishing
the MDGs?

Introduction
By design, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are
a people’s tool, a vehicle for advocacy, negotiation, and
development. The MDGs provide the framework for delivering
more effective and better services to the people who require
them most. Who better to mediate this in partnership with
public institution than organisations of civil society?
A prominent obstacle to the achievement of the MDGs,
however, is the absence of political will among governments
who are primarily responsible for providing the resources,
legal basis, policies, and information needed to make poverty
reduction a national priority. The general reluctance of the
government to cooperate with civil society organisations
(CSOs) on an equal level is a key barrier, as CSO involvement
is critical to accomplishing the MDGs. Simultaneously, CSOs
need to be responsible for their own actions and intellectual
contributions. In the final analysis, the MDGs can be viewed
as feasible only if all actors work together.
CSOs in the occupied Palestinian territory
It has been noted that the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt) is
in possession of a particularly vibrant and well developed civil
society sector; especially when compared to neighbouring states
and countries of comparable development. Palestinian CSOs
have always played a vital role in society. Since its inception,
the sector has been an integral part of the Palestinian national
movement and its aspiration for a free and sovereign Palestine.
Recently, there have been increased indications of Palestinian
Authority (PA) recognition of the contributions of CSOs. For
example, Prime Minister Salam Fayyad, in his foreword to
the13th government programme (August 2009), stated: “We
believe that building and sustaining effective institutions can
only be accomplished through full partnership between the
government and the citizens.” The 13th government programme
signifies an appreciation that an effective and sound public
sector depends very much on the existence of a dynamic civil
society and strong citizen involvement in the public realm. The
increasing recognition of civil society has been premised on
the belief that people are citizens with rights protected by law
rather than subjects dependent on privileges or entitlements.
Moreover, interaction will reduce the current fragmentation
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By Geoffrey D. Prewitt

Poverty-focused policy
The MDGs can provide a framework
through which to make poverty reduction
the overriding priority of PA policies and
budgets, through the prioritisation of
basic social services and the creation of
economic opportunities for poor women
and men. CSOs can hold the PA to
account on this, specifically by using the
explicit poverty orientation of instruments
such as national development strategies
to mainstream the MDGs.
Calling for more resources
The MDGs can be used as an
advocacy and campaign tool for
countries to argue for increased aid and
debt relief resources. CSOs can take
such messages to international donors
as well as support the PA’s calls for
more human, technical, and financial
resources to support social development
sectors. In addition, the MDGs have
contributed to the stepping-up of pressure
on governments and international donors
to demonstrate the measurable impact
of their spending against these goals.
CSOs can monitor expenditures and the
outputs that result from them to assess
whether resources are having the desired
impact.

The Need for Partnerships
The MDG campaign requires strong and
consolidated partnerships, coherence
of efforts, and transparency. The PA
should take the lead in MDG-related
processes, but responsibilities of other
actors – particularly CSOs – will need to
be clearly identified through participatory
forums to discuss and clarify roles and
expectations. The following represent
select benefits of partnerships and civil
society involvement.
Adapting the MDGs to the local context
The key to the success of the MDGs
is ownership: citizens need to feel that
the MDGs are appropriate to their own
context. The MDGs must be adapted to
the specifics of each local context and
people’s experiences of poverty. CSOs
are natural outlets for citizen constituents
in the oPt.
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Improving service delivery
It proves impractical for the PA to provide adequate and
comprehensive coverage to treat all the specific needs of discrete
sub-populations. Established CSOs – given their proximity to local
communities and ability to supply highly specific and technical
services – are often the best conduits to assist the public sector
in these activities.
Promoting tolerance and legitimacy
Through the involvement of CSOs in various public reforms – such
as the development of the recent PA sector strategies – deployed
to achieve the MDGs, tolerance may be exhibited in light of
possible short-term negative impacts that may be felt due
to newly conceived policies. Genuine and inclusive civil society
participation can confer legitimacy on policy decisions.
Developing new skills
The MDGs present opportunities to Palestinian CSOs to develop
their skills and capacities in, for example, poverty monitoring,
advocacy, and policy dialogues.
Raising awareness
The MDG campaign in the oPt would benefit from the ability of
broad-based CSOs to raise awareness of the development needs
and opportunities among the general public.
Improving quality
The broad range of perspectives, opinions, and information
sources that could be provided by CSOs would vastly improve
the quality of analysis that informs the MDG process and facilitate
micro to macro linkages.
Providing a touch of realism
CSOs often have a valuable realist perspective that comes from
their work at the community level. They could advise government,
and other development actors, on the local- and national-level
realities that will affect progress (or lack thereof) towards the MDGs.
Conclusions
The MDGs can provide a unifying focus for discussions and action
among a variety of development actors in the oPt, even those who
have traditionally held opposing views. CSOs are likely to develop
new relationships with UN, government, and donor actors through
their involvement in the MDG campaign. And, due to the long-term
nature of the MDGs, there is a greater potential for ongoing and
equal partnerships rather than relationships that are based on
sporadic consultation.
Geoffrey D. Prewitt is Team Leader for the Governance and Poverty
Reduction Teams as well as the Senior Governance Advisor
at UNDP/PAPP. His prior UNDP position was as Civil Society/
Governance Advisor, with posts in the New York Headquarters, in
Central and Eastern Africa, and in Eastern Europe and the CIS.
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The Other Neglected Conflict
By Mercedes San Roman Ruiz

Beit Ummar, Hebron, photo by Ahed Izhiman.

It is Saturday morning. After a long
week of work, it’s time to tour around
and see a little more of the reality of the
occupied Palestinian territory (oPt) and
enjoy the time here. It is June, not too
hot, perfect day for tourism. We decide
to go first to Auja Spring, located in AlAuja, a Palestinian town in the Jericho
Governorate in the eastern West Bank,
ten kilometres north of Jericho. This
spring below sea level is one of the
largest water sources in the Jordan
Valley. After hiking, we are received by
Bedouin families. Where is the water?
We see very little. What is happening?
The water from Al-Auja Spring is used to
irrigate the surrounding lands; due to the
over extraction of water taken from the
nearby settlement, water is not flowing
as before anymore. This is affecting the
agriculture and means of living in the
area. In the settlement, an average of
280 litres per capita per day is used. The
Palestinians have access to only 75 litres
per capita per day, which is far below the
acceptable WHO standards (150 l/c/d).
Our day continues; we want to go to
see the Jordan River as we pass through
the West Bank. Enormous is our surprise
when we see that Israel has declared
West Bank land adjacent to the Jordan
River a “closed military zone,” to which
only Israeli settler farmers have been
permitted access. Due to the extraction
of water from the north-western portion
of Lake Tiberias, very little is left to flow
downstream. And even that cannot be
used! Farmers and the environment are
being affected, livelihoods are being
diminished. The lack of control over
resources, in this case water, makes it
very complicated to adapt to the effects
that climate change is bringing. More
droughts, less water, more difficult

to have a prosperous life. Moreover,
desertification and loss of biodiversity
take place on a large scale in this area.
Let’s have lunch in Ramallah. Solid
waste can be seen around the city.
Not a pleasant view, especially during
summer, when it is accompanied by an
unpleasant smell. Our attention is drawn
to all the illegal solid waste dumping sites.
A big threat to the health of the people,
especially to the kids who play in those
areas exposed to the open waste. There
is not a proper system of solid waste
management in Ramallah Governorate.
Why, we wonder? None of the areas that
are being used comply with the minimum
requirements for the protection of the
environment and health. It is impossible
to manage the environment properly
because it is impossible to access Area
C, where the sanitary landfill is supposed
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to be located. Lack of control over land.
Another contradiction. This impedes the
proper safeguarding of the population’s
quality of life.
These are just a few examples of
what we can find if we travel around
the West Bank, and Gaza as well.
Environmental conditions and access
to environmental assets are closely
linked to the livelihoods, health, and
security of the oPt. Public and private
investment in the productivity of these
environmental assets could generate
strong returns for poverty reduction,
contribute to pro-poor growth, and
accelerate progress towards attaining the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Yet, despite their critical importance and
vulnerability, environmental assets in the
oPt are being degraded at an alarming

rate. Considering the current trends, the
persistence of the conflict, and the levels
of environment protection in the oPt, it is
unlikely that MDG 7 will be met by 2015.
The most critical problems faced by
the oPt include depletion of natural
resources; deterioration of nature, loss
of biodiversity, and aesthetic distortion;
climate change; marine and coastal
pollution; air and noise pollution; and
poor, fragmented, and unreliable
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environmental health services at the
local level.
The environmental work of
UNDP/PAPP is guided by the MDG of
enhancing environmental sustainability
and is in line with the Palestinian
Authority’s Reform and Development
Plan. UNDP/PAPP works very closely
with the Palestinian Water Authority and
the Environment Quality Authority and
supports them to enhance their capacities
as policy makers and regulators of the
water and environment sectors.
Since 1979, more than one-third of
UNDP’s resources have been invested

degradation that will have substantial
implications for our planet and for the
economic development, well-being, and
prosperity of the human person. The early
warning signs of climate change are already
visible, and we are witnessing what could
be the onset of major human development
reversal in our lifetime. Therefore, in an
effort to keep the oPt linked with the global
changing environment, UNDP/PAPP
has taken the initiative to develop the
“Climate Change Adaptation Strategy and
Programme of Action” for the Palestinian
Authority, which formed the basis of the
presentation of Salam Fayyad, the prime
minister of the Palestinian Authority, to the

Beit Ilo, Ramallah, photo by Ahed Izhiman.

Copenhagen Climate Change Conference,
which started on 7 December 2009, thus
placing the occupied Palestinian territory
on the map, ready to face the challenges.

in environmental projects. This has resulted
in more than 270 projects that range from
construction of water and wastewater
networks and rehabilitation of sewage
treatment plants to development of strategic
water- and environment-sector plans.
Key challenges within the environment
sector for UNDP and its partners include
improving access to water supply and
sanitation as well as to solid waste services;
enhancing environmental management and
environmental protection; pollution control
and climate change adaptation.
Climate change is the greatest global
driver for environmental change and

Mercedes San Roman Ruiz is an
environmental scientist who has a
master’s degree in development and
programme management. She started
working with UNDP/PAPP at the end of
2006 as a programme analyst for the
environment. Prior to this, she worked in
the Philippines and in the South East Asia
region (BP Solar and NGO IPADE) and in
Spain (Fundacion Entorno and Spanish
Cooperation Agency for Development).
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MDGs, Local Authorities, and Good
Governance
By Rasha Alyatim, Mona Ishaq, and Fahd Abu-Saymeh

Millennium Development Goals in
Palestine
The Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) are eight goals that respond
to the world’s foremost development
challenges. Only a handful of countries
are on track for meeting their MDG
targets. Numerous countries are well
behind. In some regions, most countries
will fail to meet any of their MDGs. At the
local level, many citizens and civil society
organisations (CSOs) find it difficult to
play their part in achieving their MDGs.
Governance often fails to be responsive
to the needs of the poor and most
vulnerable. Communities often lack the
capabilities to secure their rights, even
when these are enshrined in law and
budgetary allocations.
In Palestine, the particulars of the
current situation make development
difficult to accomplish. Palestinian
authorities, national and local, claim that
the progress of the MDGs is reliant upon
establishing peace and terminating the
closure. They declare that the current
political crisis negatively affects the
progress of the MDGs in two ways: first,
the reversal of the progress, achieved
in the area of human development over
the past few years, slows the pace of
achieving further development. Second,
the emergency situation created by the
occupation takes precedence over the
pursuit of long-term developmental goals.
Consequently, the MDGs are shelved
in the struggle to meet immediate relief
goals.
It is true that the political unrest has
inflicted damage on the social and
economic infrastructure and diverted
the attention from development efforts to
relief and humanitarian aid. Nevertheless,

in my opinion, the inability to achieve
MDGs can be attributed largely to the
misuse, mismanagement, and corruption
of some local authorities, rather than to a
lack of resources.
In order to achieve the MDGs all parties
must work together in accord. Local and
national authorities have their important
roles to play. However, just as important is
the role of the people. If authorities work
without any feedback from the citizens,
or if citizens refuse to carry their share,
no sustainable development would ever
happen. Consequently, what is needed
is a participatory approach, which brings

project committees for small towns and
villages. Certain local authorities are
structures that lack funds, resources,
and judiciaries. Citizens generally believe
that local authorities are doing what little
they can do, but people don’t trust that
local authorities are able to make a real
impact. Citizens prefer to do things on
their own rather than approach the local
authorities with their problems. On the
other hand, the local authorities are not
doing anything to prove their people
wrong. They do not involve the citizens in
any participatory approach or method that
includes them in the governing process
for the development of their towns and
villages.
For communities to advance in their
achievement of the MDGs, many things
must change. The local authorities have
to concentrate on capacity-building and

both parties together on equal footing, so
both can contribute to the achievement
of MDGs. Equal footing means good
governance, integrity, accountability, and
transparency that build trust between the
authority and its community.
Good governance is more than
transparent financial records and equality
in service delivery. Good governance
is about integrity in performance,
openness with respect to weaknesses
and strengths, accountability in conduct,
and maximising the available resources
for best accomplishments.
The perspective of local authorities
concerning MDGs
Local authorities in Palestine are split
into two categories; municipalities for
large cities and village councils and

Zbouba, Jenin, photo by Ahed Izhiman.
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skill and resource development in order
to assume a leadership role in guiding
cities and villages to achieve the MDGs.
For certain other local authorities,
there is general agreement by the local
community that they are not being
involved, and people are even willing to
talk negatively about the dishonesty of
their local authorities. If there is any kind
of relationship between the local authority
and the people, it is a relationship of
mistrust, doubt, and suspicion. No citizen
would agree to team up with the local
authority to achieve any development
goals.
The prospects of such local authorities
achieving any of the MDGs are rather
slim. There is nothing, no sort of
evidence or proof, for any citizen to
believe the intentions and goodwill of the
municipalities. This distrust eliminates
any sort of participatory governing. Are
such cities capable of achieving the
MDGs? Yes, easily. They do not lack
the resources, capabilities, or capacities
to accomplish them. They only lack the
harmony between the two sides of the
MDG equation.
Some cities in other localities are not
under the authority of their elected local
officials but are under the authority of a
very wealthy and influential few. Strong
families and influential individuals dictate
what the local authority can or cannot do.
Natural resources are controlled only by
some and are not managed efficiently
or fairly. Meanwhile the local authorities
are unreceptive and inactive, afflicted
by an inherent, deep-seated propensity
toward mismanagement, abuse of power
and authority, and misuse of natural
resources.
Moreover, some communities view
their local authorities as part of an
incapable and incompetent structure that
is unable to deliver efficient, adequate,
and real services. The community at large
believes that the employees are useless,
unskilled, and that they have been hired
dishonestly through favouritism or wasta.
In general, a major reason for the

inability to achieve MDGs is the lack of
citizen participation in the governing of
Palestinian cities. If citizens were more
involved in governing their own cities,
they would develop a greater sense of
responsibility and ownership. The lack
of a participatory approach and good
governance at the local level is clearly
apparent; citizens do not take part in
governing their cities, nor do they have
any authority over which projects will be
implemented or which projects will benefit
or harm their cities.
Achieving MDGs in Palestine
Is it possible to achieve MDGs in
Palestine? Yes. Is it possible without
cooperation between the authorities and
the citizens? No.
There is a long way to go, however,
before they can be achieved. The first
step is to build trust between Palestinians
and their local and national government
authorities. In order for Palestine to
achieve its MDGs, collective governing
between authorities and citizens is an
obligation. Collective governing requires
a participatory approach. A participatory
approach requires a foundation of trust
and good faith between the authorities
and the citizens. In order to build trust,
integrity, transparency, and accountability
are vital.
Rasha Alyatim works at the Applied
Research Institute-Jerusalem (ARIJ)
in implementing the Pro-Poor Integrity
Programme. PPI is a programme to
improve integrity and accountability in
service delivery. PPI is funded by UKaid
and TIRI.
Fahd Abu-Saymeh is Financial and
Administrative Director of ARIJ and
has a master’s degree in international
cooperation and development.
Mona Ishaq is head of Monitoring
and Evaluation at ARIJ and manages
the PPI project. She has a master’s
degree in international cooperation and
development.
For more information, visit www.arij.org
or contact pmaster@arij.org.
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Culture: A Palestinian Strength
to Be Built Upon
By Nader Atta

it has become evident that Palestinians
are no longer only battling for the land that
they have tilled for centuries, they are also
battling a campaign of cultural pillaging.
From the dabkeh to the Palestinian thob
(traditional embroidered woman’s dress)
to the kaffiyeh (Palestinian headscarf) and
even to such foods as falafel and hummus,
a campaign is being waged to market these
items as part of Israeli culture.
Moreover, unlike their parents and
grandparents, today’s families are having
a more difficult time in raising their children
during this age of the Internet and satellite
television. With access to information
readily available as never before in this
mostly conservative society, youth are
testing the limits of values that are counter
to Palestinian customs. The question
becomes: How can outside customs be
introduced without debilitating Palestinian
cultural practices?
The show in the Cultural Palace is one
example of how the worlds of today and
yesterday are interacting in order to face the
future of tomorrow together. Not only were
the children and youth dancing the dabkeh
to traditional Palestinian songs of struggle

During the spring of 2010, the Ramallah
Cultural Palace was the venue for the
graduation ceremony of over 220 children
and youth who were trained by the Popular
Arts Center on various forms of traditional
Palestinian folklore dance, the dabkeh. With
an overflow audience of over 900 persons in
attendance, the dancers stomped and shook
the building with their powerful energy and
enthusiasm to the applause of their family
and friends, thus making a statement that the
continued transfer of this form of Palestinian
culture from generation to generation is
alive and well.
Culture is a very important means by which
Palestinians have held on to their identity,
values, norms, and traditions, not only in
Occupied Palestinian territory but also in the
diaspora. It is a glue that maintains the link
between the Palestinian people, no matter
where they reside, and their ancestral home.
Thus, for the Palestinian people, protecting
their culture and ensuring its continuity is as
important as their struggle for independence.
Palestinian culture has been a symbol
as well as a source of strength and pride
during the Palestinian struggle against
Israeli occupation. Over the past decade,

and yearning for the homeland, but they
were also performing modern dance such as
hip-hop, break-dancing, to modern Western
rock and pop music. Basically, culture was
being defined in its natural form, continuous
and evolving.
The Palestinian Authority and the
United Nations Development Programme
understand the importance of Palestinian
cultural heritage and the need to build on
this strength. Intertwined with the religious
and historical significance of Occupied
Palestinian territory, the marketing of
Palestinian culture can have a dramatic
positive effect on tourism to Occupied
Palestinian territory.
The Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) window on Culture and Development,
which is funded by the government of Spain,
is a small step toward building on Palestinian
comparative advantages in the culture and
tourism sectors. While understanding that
the programme in itself will not halve poverty
in Occupied Palestinian territory by 2015,
especially while it is still under occupation,
it is a positive intervention that will protect
Palestinian culture while encouraging and
supporting new economic opportunities for
a bright and educated work force.
The joint programme, which includes four
UN agencies (UNESCO, UNDP, FAO, and
UNIFEM) and the Palestinian ministries of
agriculture, tourism and antiquities, culture,

and women’s affairs will focus its work on a
variety of areas where culture is the dominant
theme and can be enhanced through
worldwide best practices in such areas as
agriculture, preservation, handicrafts, home
hospitality, capacity development, supporting
small festivals, and providing grants for
creative and innovative business ideas.
The idea is to take culture to a new
level. First of all to make sure that the
young Palestinian continue to be involved
and are knowledgeable concerning their
culture and its many dimensions so as to
ensure that generations to come know
our valuable customs. Secondly, to learn
from other cultures how they have evolved
while maintaining traditional values. Thirdly,
men and women, including youth, are
given opportunities to use culture as a
productive tool to create job opportunities
and strengthen the local economy.
Walking through the valleys and hills of the
West Bank, or along the seacoast of Gaza,
one can smell, hear, and see the cultural
significance and endless possibilities of
Occupied Palestinian territory.
Nader Atta has a master’s degree
in international development, with a
concentration in planning, from North
Carolina State University. Currently he
is a program analyst for the UNDP/PAPP
and is the focal point for public and social
infrastructure, youth, and culture.

Photo by Jamil Daraghmeh.
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Gender Equality at the Heart of
Achieving the MDGs
By Julien Vaissier

A historic move for the equality between
Palestinian women and men
On 17 August 2009, the Palestinian Cabinet
took the formal decision to initiate the
process of creating a new Palestinian
Development Plan (PDP) for the years
2011– 2013. With the purpose of placing
gender equality and women’s empowerment
at the core of the forthcoming PDP, the
Palestinian Cabinet, together with the
Ministry of Planning and Administrative
Development (MOPAD), assigned to the
Ministry of Women’s Affairs (MOWA) the
task to develop a Cross-Sectoral National
Gender Strategy (CSNGS) within the basic
framework of the new development plan.
A government must feel responsible for
playing a leading role in the empowerment
of women, guarantying the full enjoyment of
their rights and ensuring their full and active
participation in the various social, economic,
cultural, and political fields. Undeniably, the
Cabinet decision represents a historic move
towards a democratic Palestinian society,
characterised by a culture of social justice
whereby men, women, boys, and girls enjoy
equal rights and equal opportunities in both
the public and private spheres. The CSNGS
acts as a pivotal instrument to build up an
independent Palestinian state that will invest
in and benefit actively and efficiently from the

Institutionalising gender: a prerequisite
to equality
The full implementation, monitoring, and
evaluation of the concrete application
of the CSNGS will obviously depend on
the level of institutionalisation of gender
issues and concerns in the work of the PA
ministries. The PA has shown its willingness
in doing so in the past few years through,
for instance, the creation of gender units in
the various ministries (July 2008) and the
endorsement by the Palestinian Cabinet
of MOWA’s strategy (2008–2010), defining
among other things the responsibilities
and mandate of each of the gender units.
Although 14 ministries have already
established gender units, most of them
are not properly functioning because of
diverse motives. In addition, there are four
ministries still reluctant to undertake such a
move. The various governmental and nongovernmental organisations that participated
in the process of developing the CSNGS
were conscious of those limits, which is why
the action plan currently under way to roll out
the strategy will carefully and realistically
include the necessary interventions to be
undertaken in order to address the abovementioned institutional obstacles.
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National Strategy to Combat VAW workshop. Photo Courtesy of UNIFEM/Roger Gutierrez.

contributions, capacities, and skills of both its
female and male citizens; and thus pave the
way to attaining just, comprehensive, and
sustainable human development.
Concretely, the CSNGS analyses the
situation on the ground, focuses on the
gender gaps in all fields (citizenship
rights, rule of law, residence rights, family
law, violence against women, political
participation, education, health, women
with special needs, poverty, and so forth),
and suggests interventions to bridge these
gaps through the collective coordination
and action of the various PA ministries,
women’s organisations, and civil society
organisations.

Since the establishment of the Palestinian
Authority (PA) in 1994, considerable
progress has been made in the creation of an
enabling environment for gender-responsive
development and the empowerment of
Palestinian women and girls. Indeed, in
spite of a difficult environment, compounded
on the one hand by cultural, political, and
social obstacles, and on the other hand by
the impact of the protracted crisis context,
political division, national fragmentation,
and foreign occupation, gender equality
is slowly but surely gaining ground within
Palestinian society.

Another aspect that constitutes an
essential instrument in the achievement
of the CSNGS objectives, and that
simultaneously underscores a major
issue of concern, is the need for the full
incorporation of the forthcoming 2011–2015
National Strategy to Combat Violence
Against Women (VAW).
Over the past five years, the PA has
gradually intensified its investment in
the fight to combat VAW. In short, the
Authority formally adopted Security Council
Resolution 1325 (a landmark resolution
addressing the different impacts of conflict
on women and men); the Palestinian
Legislative Council adopted a decree
demanding the provision of protection for
abused women (2005); on 8 March 2009
President Mahmoud Abbas endorsed
the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW); and in 2008 the Palestinian
Cabinet approved the formation of a
National Committee to Combat VAW.
The latter, which comprises 12 PA
ministries and representatives from the Al
Muntada Coalition to Combat VAW as well
as from the General Union of Palestinian
Women, is responsible, in coordination
with MOWA, for the implementation and
monitoring of the 2011–2015 National
Strategy to Combat VAW.
The first of its kind in the
Arab region
The significance of this strategy
is that it is developed through
a full partnership with all
VAW stakeholders of the
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West Bank and Gaza Strip. Women from
various sectors (women’s organisations,
civil society, community organisations, the
private sector, and governmental ministries)
were integrated from the outset in drafting
this five-year strategy through a bottom-up
approach, which makes it unique on the
national and regional levels. Aiming to end
VAW, the strategy is built on the foundations
of equality and justice for all individuals in
the society without discrimination. It adopts
a cross-sectoral approach as it recognises
VAW as a development issue that affects
not only women but also the socio-economic
system and political structure of Palestinian
society as a whole.
Just as the CSNGS, its implementation
deeply relies on the PA’s commitment to
support this plan through following the
necessary procedures and measures, as
each PA ministry is expected to adopt one
of the strategic objectives addressed in the
Strategy to Combat VAW based on its area
of specialisation.
********
Social, political, and economic equality
for women and girls is integral to the
achievement of all Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs); “Until women and girls are
liberated from poverty and injustice, all
the goals – peace, security, sustainable
development – stand in jeopardy.”* Although
conscious of the tremendous efforts that
still remain to be undertaken to equalise
Palestinian society in a comprehensive
manner, it is crucial to commend the
insurmountable efforts employed by the
PA, and particularly its Ministry of Women’s
Affairs, women’s machineries, and gender

advocates whose contributions are bringing
the Palestinian society to the verge of a
prompt evolution.
In light of the 2010 MDG Review Summit, it
is time to double our efforts as a UN system
that operates in the occupied Palestinian
territory in order to accompany and support
the PA, gender equality advocates, women’s
organisations as well as civil society
organisations on the way to gender justice,
to ensure substantive equality in a process
of democratic state-building where women
and girls can access and influence decisionmaking processes and gender-responsive
and accountable institutions are in place.
The United Nations Development Fund
for Women (UNIFEM – part of UN
Women) is working hand-in-hand with
the Palestinian women’s movement, from
grassroots to government, to keep
gender equality and Palestinian women’s
empowerment on the national and
international development agendas.
UNIFEM supports the Palestinian
Authority and, in particular, its Ministry
of Women’s Affairs in establishing
gender-sensitive institutions, through the
implementation of existing international
commitments, for the advancement of
gender equality within the framework of
the state-building process.
Julien Vaissier joined UNIFEM in the
occupied Palestinian territory in June
2009 as Media and Advocacy Consultant.
He previously worked with CIVICUS –
World Alliance for Citizen Participation
and the ActionAid EU Office. For more
than two years he acted as the European
coordinator of the Global Call to Action
Against Poverty (GCAP).

*United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon addressing the opening of the high-level session of the UN Economic and Social
Council (June 2010).
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Future Hope

Increasing Universal Access to Prevention, Treatment,
and Care in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
Adopted by world leaders in the year
2000 and set to be achieved by 2015, the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
are both global and local, tailored by each
country to suit specific development needs.
More specifically, Millennium Development
Goal 6 focuses on addressing HIV and
AIDS, malaria, and most other fatal
diseases. This is about haltering and
beginning to reverse the spread of HIV and
AIDS, malaria, and other major diseases
and achieving, by 2010, universal access
to treatment for HIV and AIDS for all those
who need it.
The Global Fund to Fight HIV and AIDS,
Tuberculosis, and Malaria has been a
major funding mechanism to help countries
in scaling up prevention, treatment, and
care services. Since December 2008, the
Global Fund has been providing financial
support to the occupied Palestinian territory
(oPt) within the framework of a fiveyear HIV programme (US$ 10,832,405),
implemented through the UN family
(namely WHO, UNFPA, UNODC, UNIFEM,
UNRWA, and UNICEF, as sub-recipients,
and under the overall coordination of
UNDP as principal recipient) to support
the government, mainly through the
Ministry of Health, and civil society. The
grant was strengthened in December
2009 with additional funding for a five-year
tuberculosis programme (US$ 2,152,075),
TB being the first opportunistic infection
correlated to the HIV virus.
The aim of both programmes is to reduce
the burden and prevent the spread of
infectious diseases in the oPt and to
improve the quality of life of infected and
affected people. The programme targets
the general community but also the most
vulnerable populations, such as the socio-

economically disadvantaged or the most atrisk populations, in line with the Millennium
Development Goals.
UNDP and its UN partners have been
committed to making these programmes a
success in the oPt even with the continued
deterioration in the epidemiologic profile as
a result of an increase in poverty, poor living
conditions, high population density, difficult
access to services, and inappropriate
environmental conditions.
The cumulative number of HIV and AIDS
patients in the oPt reached 66 cases, with
a projected estimate of 200–500 people
living with HIV. In 2008, an estimated
35,000 people in the Middle East and
North Africa became infected with HIV,
and 20,000 AIDS-related deaths occurred.
Social conservatism in the oPt may serve
to contain the disease as far as sexual
transmission is concerned. However,
taboos surrounding the discourse on
HIV and testing may be responsible for a
higher, albeit undocumented, number of
HIV infections.
To date, there are 36 people currently
living with HIV, and 11 people are under
antiretroviral treatment. The majority of
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By Veronique Maeva Fages

Although the data and dynamics of
HIV and AIDS and TB infections suggest
low prevalence, in the absence of biobehavioural surveys among those most
at risk and vulnerable, many cases go
undetected and potential epidemics can be
silently spread among specific populations.
It is also worth mentioning that the statistics
above do not include cases reported in
East Jerusalem, which are registered with
and followed up by the hospitals in Israel.
The Global Fund programming, with
technical support by UN partners,
contributes to strengthening the health

these cases are infections contracted
more than five years ago and are attributed
to heterosexual transmission, although
research is currently being undertaken
to understand better the vulnerability
trends and risk factors of HIV and sexually
transmitted infections (STI) in the context
of the oPt. Increasing rates of HIV are
reported among injecting drug users and
migrant workers in Israel. The TB incidence
rate remains low (0.87 percent), the case
detection rate is 4.5 percent, and the multi
drug resistance rate is estimated at 4.3
percent.
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prevention. Eleven people are currently
receiving advanced HIV antiretroviral
combination therapy; 14,000 people have
been HIV tested; 24,000 STI patients
have been successfully diagnosed and
treated; 300,000 condoms have been
distributed to promote awareness about
safe sex and the prevention of sexually
transmitted diseases. Furthermore, new
smear-positive TB cases have been
diagnosed and successfully treated; HIV
and TB laboratory capacities have been
strengthened (with respect to human
resources as well as equipment), etc.
These commendable achievements have
been undertaken in a short time thanks to
dedicated and committed stakeholders
under the leadership of the National AIDS
Committee, chaired by the Ministry of
Health. And, for the first time, the oPt was
able to report its achievements to the UN
General Assembly in June 2010 through
the UNGASS – Special UN Session on
HIV and AIDS – process, which has been
followed by all countries since 2000.
There is still much to be done, and
progress and impact must be monitored
regularly, but the Palestinian response to
HIV and AIDS and TB is encouraging, thus
laying a solid foundation for reaching the
MDG 6 targets by the end of 2015. The
international community, particularly the
UN family, through the UN Theme Group
on HIV and TB, stands behind the oPt to
ensure that these targets be reached.

system overall in order to increase its
diagnostic, treatment, and care capacities
at the human resource, policy, or service
levels. National guidelines for HIV and
AIDS and TB have been drafted or
updated, monitoring and evaluation plans
have been agreed upon in order to improve
surveillance systems, and health services
have been strengthened; this includes
offering new services to treat HIV and TB
patients (through the implementation of
the TB-DOTS strategy). Both public and
private sectors as well as communities
work together to ensure a sustainable
national response and increase community
awareness of both types of infection and
their inter-relationship. In addition, they
work to improve the availability of data for
decision making and reinforce capacities,
partnerships, coordination, monitoring, and
evaluation. Greater emphasis is placed on
intervening at multiple levels in order to
make social norms, health services, and
political and economic environments more
supportive of individual behaviour change.
As of mid-2010, UNDP, its UN partners,
the Ministry of Health, the multi-sectoral
National AIDS Committee, including line
ministries and civil society organisations,
can report that 2,495 peer educators
were trained, including injection drug
users, women, and youth; 125 health
personnel and community workers were
trained in HIV counselling and testing; 20
doctors were trained in specialised ARV
treatment; 405 health workers were trained
in blood safety and universal precautions;
890 political, community, and religious
leaders, as well as police/armed services
were trained in basic HIV knowledge and
stigma reduction. In addition, numerous TV
and radio shows were broadcast on HIV

Ms. Veronique Maeva Fages, a Global
Fund Manager, holds a master’s degree
in development studies and public health
and has been working on HIV-, AIDS-,
and TB-related issues for the last 12
years in Africa and Asia.
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Helping the Palestinians to Reach MDG 5:
Improving Maternal Health
By Elke Mayrhofer, Valerie Heyman, and Tony Laurance

emphasising health as a basic and inalienable
human right.
Regardless of these challenges, the UN
agencies are continuing to support the
Palestinian National Authority in its efforts
to reduce maternal and infant mortality and
morbidity and to strengthen the provision of
comprehensive, high quality, affordable, and
accessible reproductive health services.
Interventions need to build on reliable
national data. UNFPA has supported
population surveys that strengthen availability
of maternal health data and indicators. UNFPA
and WHO are active partners in establishing
and maintaining a national surveillance
system on maternal mortality in 2009, which
will generate reliable data on maternal death
for both the West Bank and Gaza.
Other activities by UN agencies include
provision of equipment and medical supplies;
development of obstetrical- and neonatalemergencies guidelines and protocols
(UNFPA together with the Ministry of Health);
a wide-ranging programme in Gaza to
strengthen maternal and neonatal care
using a WHO assessment tool; and training
of health staff, including partners such as Ibn
Sina College, by assisting in the curriculum
development and training sessions for
midwifery students.
UNFPA also provides contraceptives to the
Ministry of Health, UNRWA, and some NGOs.
The proportion of women of reproductive
age using contraceptives steadily increased
from 1996 to 2006, standing at 50 percent in
2006. The remaining unmet need for family
planning, however, needs to be addressed
further. Access to family planning methods

According to a 2009 MIFTAH/UNFPA
report,* the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt)
is likely to reach Millennium Development
Goal (MDG) 5 – improving maternal health
– by 2015. It is encouraging that in spite of
the challenging political reality in the oPt,
the MDG-5 targets (reduction of maternal
mortality ratio and universal access to
reproductive health) are on track.
Determinants for maternal health include
access to quality services during pregnancy,
skilled attendants at delivery, and access
to postnatal care. Maternal health is further
influenced by access to family planning
methods so that women can decide if and
when to have a child and can choose to avoid
unwanted pregnancies. Shortcomings in
improving maternal health are closely linked to
the quality of care provided during pregnancy,
delivery, and the postnatal period. Accordingly,
in order to achieve MDG-5 targets, all
involved stakeholders need to work toward
improving the following indicators: skilled
attendants at births, contraceptive prevalence
rate, adolescent birth rate, antenatal care
coverage, and unmet need for family planning.
While there are data gaps on maternal
mortality and morbidity in the oPt, we know
that major causes for maternal deaths include
severe anaemia, haemorrhage, pregnancyinduced hypertension, and obstructed labour.
Achievement of MDG-5 targets is directly
affected by limited access to health facilities
for both health workers and patients due
to movement restrictions, also generating
difficulties for the provision of medical supplies
and services. WHO has been advocating for
easier access to East Jerusalem for patients
and health personnel from the West Bank,
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reduces pregnancy-related health risks as it
allows for longer intervals between individual
pregnancies and reduces the number of
unwanted pregnancies and unsafe abortions.
Challenges remain in the domain of infection
control in hospitals, the referral system, and
the health information system. Last but not
least, reproductive health interventions need
to be fully integrated within primary health
care, as part of the overall health sector
reform, in order to make it of better quality, less
expensive, and more equitable in its coverage.
Supporting the Palestinian National
Authority in its state-building efforts through
institutional capacity building and health
system strengthening toward reaching the
2015 goals remains a vital priority of the
United Nations.

Elke Mayrhofer is the deputy representative of
the UN Population Fund (UNFPA) in the oPt.
She joined the country office from UNFPA’s
Humanitarian Response Branch in New York.
Valerie Heyman is a programme officer
with UNFPA in the oPt and has previously
worked with UNFPA headquarters and the
government of Luxemburg.
Tony Laurance is the Head of Office for WHO
in the oPt.
*The MDG-ICPD Palestine Report in Preparation for ICPD@15,
MIFTAH, December 2009.
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UNICEF and the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals
barriers to fully attaining the MDG
2 target of ensuring that, by 2015,
children everywhere, boys and girls alike,
can complete a full course of primary
schooling.
Projections suggest that without further
acceleration, 58 out of the 86 countries
that have not yet reached universal
primary education will not achieve it
by 2015. In all regions, inequalities in
access to education are a major barrier
to reaching Goal 2.
The number of primary-school-aged
children who are out of school has

The rights of children lie at the heart
of each of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs). As such, the MDGs can
only be achieved by making children
fully “visible” in the policies, strategies,
and budgets which are the foundation
of how the goals are going to be met.
These efforts must be based on countryled policy reforms and actions, in favour
of vulnerable groups of people that are
in line with human rights core principles
and values.
In all regions, inequalities in access
to education continue to pose major

math and science testing. The 2007
Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS) showed a
marked deterioration in the performance
of Palestinian eighth graders who scored
42nd in math and 43rd in science, out
of 48 participating countries. This was
significantly lower than in 2003, when
Palestinian students ranked 38th in
math and 34th in science, out of 45
participating countries. Palestinian
Authority examinations also show a
deterioration in student performances.
The 2009 Tawjihi matriculation exam
results showed West Bank Tawjihi
literature scores dropping 12.7 per-cent
and Gaza Tawjihi numbers in science
dropping 9.6 per-cent compared with
2008.
UNICEF works with the Ministry of
Education and Higher Education and
non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
to ensure that every child – regardless
of gender, religion, or socio-economic
background – has access to quality
education. The aim is to improve the
quality of education through capacity
building, improving learning environments
in especially vulnerable communities,
and improving delivery and uptake of
early childhood development services.
During acute emergencies, UNICEF
works to return children to safe learning
environments as quickly as possible as
an unparalleled means for restoring a

declined markedly in recent years, yet
upwards of 72 million children around
the world – about half in sub-Saharan
Africa – remain out of school.
While the occupied Palestinian territory
(oPt) is on track in reaching Goal 2, there
are some worrisome declines in school
attendance ratio and learning outcomes.
The primary school net enrolment ratio
dropped from 91.7 per-cent in 2001 to
83.9 per-cent in 2007; primary school
net attendance ratio for girls is 92 percent in comparison with 91 per-cent for
boys, and literacy rate among 15- to
24-year-old males and females slightly
increased from 98.7 per-cent in 2001 to
99.1 per-cent in 2007.
Serious questions about the quality of
education are also being raised following
poor performances in international
Photo: UNICEF-oPt/Pirozzi.
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sense of normalcy and hope to children
and their families.
Goal 4: Reducing Child Mortality.
Despite progress, in 62 countries,
under-five mortality is not declining
fast enough to meet the Goal 4 target
of reducing by two-thirds the mortality
rate for children under five years of
age by 2015.
In 27 countries, the rate is stagnant
or getting worse. In many countries,
malnutrition and lack of access to
quality primary health care and
basic infrastructure, including water
and sanitation, continue to cause ill
health and death among children and
mothers.
In 2008, some 8.8 million children
across the world died before their
fifth birthday. Most of these children
lived in developing countries, dying
from a disease or a combination of
diseases that could easily have been
prevented or treated. Under-nutrition
contributes to over a third of these
deaths. According to the new estimates
generated by the Inter-agency Group
for Child Mortality Estimation (IGME),
10,000 fewer children under the age
of five died every day in 2008 than
in 1990, the baseline year for the
MDGs. The rate of decline increased
for the period 2000–2008, compared
with the 1990s (the average annual

Photo: UNICEF-oPt/Griffin.

rate of decline for 2000–2008 was 2.3
per-cent, compared to 1.4 per-cent
for 1990–2000). This is still grossly
insufficient to reach MDG 4 by 2015.
While the oPt is on track in achieving
this MDG, infant mortality rate (IMR)
and under-five mortality rate (U5MR)
have slowed down since 2000. IMR
is 25.3 deaths per 1,000 live births
and U5MR is 27 deaths per 1,000 live
births, with 70 per-cent of all infant
deaths due to prematurity, congenital
malformation, and pneumonia.
Immunisation rate is beyond 95 percent, with zero reported polio cases,
and the proportion of one-year-old
children immunised against measles
is 96.8 per-cent.
UNICEF works with the Ministry
of Health, NGOs, UN agencies, and
international NGOs to support equitable
access to health and nutrition services
and targeted assistance to vulnerable
groups and those with special needs.
Programmes focus on an integrated
package of low-cost, low-technology,
and high-impact interventions such
as micronutrient supplementation,
improved breastfeeding practices, and
the promotion of safe hygiene practices
to prevent maternal and child deaths
and reduce under-nutrition.
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Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics

Its Role in Information-Sharing on the Millennium
Development Goals
3) Development of a special section on
the official PCBS website that contains
information on MDGs and links to relevant
subjects. This section is available in both
English and Arabic
Arabic:
http://www.pcbs.gov.ps/DesktopDefault.
aspx?tabID=3924&lang=ar-JO;
English:
http://www.pcbs.gov.ps/DesktopDefault.
aspx?tabID=3924&lang=en).
4) Dissemination of indicators on
MDGs as a series with periodic updates:
Electronic copy in PDF format in both
English and Arabic
Arabic:
http://www.pcbs.gov.ps/Portals/_pcbs/
mdgs/779a18bc-85fe-4697-9545a7cefac5e751.pdf;

Wadi Gaza, Gaza Strip, photo by Tanya Habjouqa.

in the occupied Palestinian territory in
order to provide them with the skills
required to monitor the MDGs at the
national level. Stage one focused on
centralised training of 149 persons at
the PCBS main offices in Ramallah
and targeted employees of government
ministries, municipalities, and civil
society organisations as well as media
professionals and academics. Stage two,
in 2009, focused on decentralised training
at the level of governorates in the West
Bank. The training targeted 69 persons
from municipalities as well as media
professionals and academics.

English:
http://www.pcbs.gov.ps/Portals/_pcbs/
mdgs/52b82275-945e-4f76-b5b4e6eb0b25b543.pdf).
5) A database was developed using
DevInfo, which allows users to present
data through various means, including
statistical tables, graphs, and maps. The
database is available in both English and
Arabic and is updated periodically: http://
www.pcbs.gov.ps/Palinfo/home.aspx.
6) Training sessions on statistical
literacy and capacity building were held
during 2008 and 2009 for specialists

Khalet Ad-dar, Hebron, photo by Ahed Izhiman.

The Palestinian Central Bureau
of Statistics (PCBS) has carried out
numerous activities related to the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
since 2004. Among them are the
following:
1) Fulfilment of MDG indicators through
census-taking and surveys that were
carried out by PCBS. Some indicators,
however, were based on administrative
records rather than on the original
sources.
2) The preparation and dissemination,
in June 2005, of a special Arabiclanguage bulletin titled “Indicators of
Millennium Development in Palestine
– Concept and Trends.” In addition,
the dissemination of a report in both
English and Arabic titled “The Millennium
Development Goals – Statistical Report”
in January 2009.
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Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for
Development
Priorities, Political Will, and Partnerships

By Frida Grey and Shinji Hirose

Middle East is the only true guarantor of the
long-term fulfilment of the MDGs for Israelis
and Palestinians alike.
Frequently and systematically, political
impediments thwart the implementation of
essential development programmes that
would contribute to the achievement of the
MDGs in Palestine. An example of this is
the construction of the water and sanitation
infrastructure in the West Bank and Gaza. In
this case, and in many others, the political
will to meet the goals is woefully absent. In
this regard, the major donors to Palestine
(including the United States, the United
Nations, the European Union, Japan, Norway,
Canada, and others) are defaulting from their
obligations to assist Palestine in meeting its
targets in the face of aggressive pressure from
the State of Israel. Of course Israel, as a UN
member state, is also obliged to advance the
goals and should be more assertively lobbied
to do so.
One criticism of the MDGs is that, in their
universality, they are overly vague and their
targets opaque. Returning to the sentiments
of the Secretary General, this is why priorities
are so important. Key priorities towards
meeting the goals in Palestine are as follows.
Localisation to promote national
ownership: This fits in with the need for
greater specificity. We need to localise MDGs
to decrease the gap between MDGs at the
global level and the local level in order to make
the attainment process for MDGs a natural
outcome of every development initiative
implemented at the national level.
Inclusive and pro-poor growth: We should
focus on poverty reduction initiatives that
target the poorest of the poor to overcome
the most difficult to attain MDGs. The
gap between rich and poor is widening in

When launching the 2010 Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) Report,
Secretary General of the United Nations,
Ban Ki-moon, stated that in order to meet
the goals by 2015, “we need to strengthen
our focus on three areas: priorities, political
will, and partnerships.”
The fact that the world possesses the
resources and knowledge to ensure that every
MDG is met by 2015 is both heartening and
depressing. This fact graphically illustrates
the role of political will in the failure to meet
the goals. Even the poorest countries, beset
by disease, geographic isolation, or conflict,
can be empowered to achieve the MDGs, but
they cannot do so alone. Meeting the goals
is everyone’s business. Failure to ensure the
goals multiplies the dangers of our world;
whilst achieving the MDGs will enable us to
live in a world that is more stable, more just,
and thus, more secure.
At the Millennium Summit in 2000, 189
world leaders made a promise to meet the
goals by 2015. Yasser Arafat and Ehud Barak
were present at the summit; in Palestine
and Israel, the obligation and the incentives
to meet the goals were as clear then as
they are now. The Palestinian Authority
bears responsibility for ensuring that the
goals are met and has acknowledged this
responsibility in its state-building efforts.
However, the requirements of Goal 8 – the
global partnership for development – bring
enhanced obligations for member states
of the United Nations (including Israel and
all the major donors to the Palestinians). In
Palestine, the strength and integrity of these
partnerships is of paramount importance and
will dictate not only short-term progress on
the goals but also peace and stability in the
region. Moreover, peace and stability in the
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Palestine, and difficult decisions need to be
made with regard to the state-building project.
Building national capacity to formulate
policy frameworks: Focusing on developing
and enhancing national capacities is
necessary to formulate effective policy
frameworks, design initiatives, and monitor
the rate of progress in MDG indicators, which
represent a concrete measure for national
livelihood development and well-being.

status and enhance their ability to participate
more actively in every aspect of their lives.
Ensuring the inclusion of disadvantaged
groups: Specific concerns relating to persons
with disabilities, especially those disabled
by the conflict, the elderly, and marginalised
people, such as the residents of Area C in the
West Bank, should be included in localising
MDGs to improve their social, economic, and
political status.
Partnering with all the stakeholders:
In addition to government and international
organisations, civil society engagement to
utilise community outreach and the national
mandate for lobbying and advocating for
issues faced by the marginalised is crucial
in order to achieve the MDGs. Private sector
engagement is vital as well in order to mobilise
resources necessary to meet the goals.

Promoting gender equality: In order to
achieve women’s empowerment and gender
equality, improving women’s social, economic,
and political status should be addressed
holistically in every localised goal so that all
women and men in society can enjoy their
full rights.
Recognising the importance of youth:
Given the number of youth in Palestine, all
localised goals should pay particular attention
to the needs of young people in order to
improve their social, economic, and political

Frida Grey MA, MA, LLM, is an activist
and researcher from the United Kingdom.
She is a research associate at the United
Nations Development Programme.
Shinji Hirose is Programme Analyst for
Poverty Reduction Team at UNDP/PAPP.
He holds a master’s degree in Arab
Studies from Georgetown University,
and previously served for the Japanese
Embassy in Yemen.
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Spain’s Commitment to the
Achievement of the MDGs
the establishment of the MDG-F was
a landmark already identified in the
previous Master Plan, which expanded
this institutional partnership.
The MDG-F works with various
partners to strengthen public policies,
making them more responsive to
the needs of women, youth, minority
groups, and children, piloting examples
that can be scaled up into national

G e n d e r e q u a l i t y, w o m e n ’ s
empowerment, and the relationship
between culture and development
are the main pillars of the Spanish
interventions in the occupied Palestinian
territory (oPt) within the framework of
the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs).
The MDG Achievement Fund
(MDG-F) is an international cooperation
mechanism whose aim is to accelerate
progress on the Millennium Development
Goals worldwide. Established in
December 2006 with a generous
contribution of € 528 million Euros
(US$ 710 million) from the Spanish
government to the United Nations
system, the MDG-F supports national
governments, local authorities, and
citizen organisations in their efforts to
tackle poverty and inequality.
With 128 active programmes in 50
countries spread across 5 regions of
the world, the MDG-F is helping over
3.5 million people, with another 20
million people impacted indirectly. In
September 2008 at the UN High Level
Event on MDGs, Spain committed an
additional € 90 million to the MDG-F
mainly towards child nutrition and food
security, conflict prevention, and private
sector and development.
With this support, the government
of Spain is demonstrating its firm
commitment to international
development, a strengthened multilateral
system, and the United Nations, in
particular. The Spanish Master Plan
for International Cooperation (2009–
2012) outlines Spain’s policy, advocacy
strategy, and financial priorities in
support of the achievement of the
MDGs. In line with these priorities,

of women leaders, strengthens
government policy making, and has
launched an innovative mass media
campaign to raise awareness on key
gender inequalities.
These efforts contribute to achieving
MDG 3, promoting gender equality and
women’s empowerment, adopting a more
comprehensive approach that addresses
issues of access to opportunities and the
guarantee of rights.
At the cultural level, the second
ongoing joint programme in Palestine
contributes to fostering institutional
development, social cohesion, and
sustainable economic development
through culture-related activities and
tailor-made programmes based on the
notion of cultural diversity.
It aims to contribute to the achievement
of MDG 1 (eradicating extreme poverty),
MDG 3 (promoting gender equality
and empowering women), and MDG 7
(ensuring environmental sustainability)
through promotion of culture as a
venue for development. UNESCO,
UNIFEM, UNDP, and FAO are working
jointly with governmental institutions,
local authorities, community-based
organisations, and civil society at large.
The programme relies on a participatory
bottom-up approach with the aim to
establish policies and practices for
safeguarding tangible and intangible
cultural heritage, to develop best
practices to foster social cohesion, and
to utilise the potential of cultural heritage
and creative industries for inclusive
economic growth.

Two joint programmes are being
implemented in the oPt. The first
one focuses on gender equality and
women’s empowerment, with an
allocation of US$ 9 million, whereas the
second one highlights the links between
culture and development, with a US$ 3
million allocation.

Photo courtesy of Al Quds university.

policy frameworks. All the programmes
are defined by national priorities and
are the product of an extensive and
collaborative formulation process that
brings together over 20 UN agencies
with an average of 6 per programme.
The result is what is called a joint
programme.
Joint Programmes in Palestine
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Women activists, civil society
coalitions, and local authorities are
working together to end gender-based
violence by strengthening women’s
political voice, improving their access
to justice, and increasing opportunities
for decent employment. This specific
programme, coordinated by six UN
agencies, supports the formation

Courtesy of the Spanish Cooperation
Technical Office in Jerusalem.
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Gaza: Desperation and vulnerability
drive a conservative community out of
the confines of its social norms to reach
out for humanitarian aid in its fight for
survival
Since the beginning of the Israeli
blockade on Gaza over four years
ago, the quality of life has been in
an uncontrollable downward spiral
for the many inhabitants of the Strip.
The situation continues to deteriorate,
driving people deeper into poverty
and despair. As Israel continues its
almost total paralysis of Gaza’s local
economy by freezing the import of raw
materials, freezing all exports, and
obstructing movement and access,
the local population has become
increasingly dependent on foreign aid.

a place where many innocent lives
are constrained and suffocated by
an overpowering military blockade.
While the plight of Gazans has been
highlighted by the media, a wide array
of international politicians, individual
activists, and the unwavering voices
of protest by Palestinians across the
world, it is a fact that in most destitute
populations women are often the
most disenfranchised and, in many
circumstances, their hardships are
overlooked or overshadowed by the
greater political statement being made.
In Gaza, this stereotype is no different.
The Palestinian woman is known by
her many virtues. She is respected
in her community and is treasured as
an asset in all that she offers. She is

Yet, what is most troubling is the fact
that they have one of the highest literacy
rates in the world.
This reality is more evident in the Gaza
Strip than in any other region in the
occupied Palestinian territory. General
unemployment sits at an average of 40
percent, with poverty levels reaching
unprecedented rates; women are at
the forefront of this depressing trend.
The World Food Programme has
determined that 61 percent of the Gaza
Strip is food insecure, meaning that
less and less money is being spent on
food due to low income levels, which
therefore results in a decrease in
quantity and quality of food consumed.
One of the most affected social groups
is women, particularly female-headed
households and households with a
higher ratio of women and children.
According to recent surveys, 68 percent
of female-headed households, which

This has created a deadlock for any
form of development or improvement
in the daily lives of Gazans.
The difficulties of life in Gaza have
become something most are well
versed with. Blockade, poverty,
suffering, and destitution have become
the cornerstones by which we recognise
the Gaza Strip. The small piece of
territory has become barren of all
notions of hope and progress in the
minds of many, recognised only as

praised for her dignity, her dedication,
and her tenacious loyalty to serving her
family and community; but most notably
she is recognised and admired for her
enduring strength.
Despite this, she is a resource that,
for social and political reasons, remains
marginalised in an area of the world
that desperately needs and values
her contribution. Palestinian women
have one of the world’s lowest rates of
involvement in the formal workplace.

comprise 9 percent of the population,
are food insecure.
The participation of women in the
workforce in Gaza is a difficult indicator
to measure. Their involvement in
the labour market is often invisible
because much of their work is in
informal sectors such as agriculture,
where their contribution is invaluable
but not necessarily reflected in the
staggering unemployment and income
rates for women. General statistics

Give Her the Fruit of Her Hands
By Nadia Abu-Amr
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indicate that 88.5 percent of women
in the Gaza Strip are outside of the
formal labour force, a depressing rate
compared to the 33 percent of men
who are outside the formal labour force.
In an effort to provide temporary
employment for Gaza’s most vulnerable
population, humanitarian aid agencies
often depend on Cash-for-Work
programmes as one of the many
methods to provide direct assistance
to households that need it most.
Cash-for-Work projects are also an
efficient way to insert cash into the
struggling economy. They provide
temporary employment opportunities
for impoverished members of the
community and instil skills in the workers
that can be carried beyond the project
itself, while concurrently providing some
economic relief.
One of the issues that humanitarian
agencies face is the struggle to identify

those most in need within such a bereft
population, particularly in an area where
vulnerability, poverty, and the need for
humanitarian aid have become the
status quo. It is evident, however, that
women and households headed by
women are among the most in need
of, and often excluded from, such
opportunities.
In Gaza’s conservative society, where
religion and tradition are two major
arteries of community and family,

social norms are difficult to bend
and unacceptable to break, making
it challenging to provide a variety of
socially acceptable Cash-for-Work
activities that cater to the social
boundaries within which women exist.
Cash-for-Work activities usually consist
of arduous physical labour, which is
often carried out in public spaces;
spaces that are usually deemed
inappropriate working environments
for women. Many of the activities
consist of constructing road, sewage,

and the unremitting blockade, levels of
desperation have rendered established
social roles, particularly those of
women, more and more malleable in
the face of a struggle to secure a lifeline
for survival. It has engendered a shift
and an extension of the domain in which
women have ventured to participate in
order to provide for their families and
communities.
Despite the threat of social castigation,
women have branched out to fill the
roles commonly dominated by males

and water networks, digging ponds,
cleaning streets and beaches, and
rehabilitating agricultural lands and
gardens. Furthermore, Cash-for-Work
projects are made available to one
member per family. When Cash-forWork opportunities target women,
the men in their households are not
permitted to participate, therefore
reversing the role of breadwinner and
creating social tensions.
With the ever-rising political tensions

so that they too may compete in the
labour market in order to provide for
their increasingly deprived families.
In a culture where the woman’s place
is often at home managing the family
and household, women are increasingly
being forced out of their comfort zones
and into uncharted territory, engaging
in manual labour and working on
unfamiliar terrain. Although this is a
drastic transformation in the customary
role of women in Gaza’s conservative
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culture, it is one more way the population is learning to cope with its extreme and
dire circumstances by utilising a previously untapped resource in the community.
This is clearly illustrated in the recent experience of Action Against Hunger (ACF),
an NGO working in the West Bank and Gaza. After advertising the opening of a Cashfor-Work project that offers short-term employment in digging rainwater-harvesting
ponds, the organisation was approached by a group of eleven women demanding
that they, too, be included in the activity, but as a separate and distinct team.
Although the work is rigorous and gruelling under the harsh summer sun, requiring
physical labour to dig the ponds, the group of women stressed their urgent need
for employment and their ability to carry out the male-oriented activity effectively
and efficiently.
Although their willingness to step out of their social comfort zone demonstrates
the tremendous strength and willpower of
these women, it is a depressing indicator of the
economic desperation that they face. All of them
are the sole capable providers for their families.
Either responsible for elderly family members,
or for their own children, with no other source of
income or assistance, they have been forced to
abandon their normal social roles in order to fill a
gap that would otherwise threaten their survival.
Under normal social and economic conditions,
Palestinian women take pride in the social role
they play. They work with dignity, whether it
is in the home, on agricultural land, or in the
small public sector they sometimes occupy.
It should be noted that the traditional role
of women is one that is valued by men and
women alike; it is not a secondary role or one of
repression. Palestinian women enjoy the social
encouragement of acquiring an education and
are often the backbone of the social safety net,
at home and in the community as a whole. Being
pushed out of these comfort zones by poverty
and the lack of viable alternatives is neither
viewed as empowerment or emancipation from
a conservative society; on the contrary, it is a
coping strategy that leaves many women with
a great loss, sacrificing significant roles on the
household and communal levels, jeopardising a harmony between gender roles
and often the opportunity of education.
The blockade has proven to be one of the most determined disruptive forces for
the Gaza Strip and its conservative traditional society. It has driven the population
out of its comfort zones, social barriers, and cultural cushion to fight for survival
under the most dire of circumstances. Despite this, Palestinian women have proven
themselves again and again, taking it all in their stride and proving their ability to
cope under the most precarious of situations. They have done nothing less than
corroborate the fact that the Palestinian woman is neither diffident nor prostrate
under adversity. She refuses to allow the blockade and its inimical nature to enervate
her resolve or vigour. Instead, she battles on, steadfast, resilient, and strong.
Nadia Abu-Amr is the Reporting Officer at Action Against Hunger (ACF).
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“They ask thee concerning the New Moons. Say: They are but signs to mark fixed
periods of time in (the affairs of) men and for pilgrimage...”
Qur’an, The Cow 2:189
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, “Every good deed is rewarded from ten to
seven hundred times over, but God says fasting is the exception; it is for Me, and My
servant forgoes his eating and drinking for my sake, so I Myself will reward My servant
for it. The breath of a fasting person is sweeter to Allah than the scent of musk. For the
fasting person there are two joys: the joy of breaking the fast and the joy of meeting God.”
 إالّ الصوم فهو: قال الله، احلسنة بعشر أمثالها إلى سبعمائة ضعف، كل عمل ابن آدم له:)قال رسول الله(صلعم
، ويدع زوجته من أجلى، ويدع لذته من أجلى، ويدع الشراب من أجلى،  يدع الطعام من أجلى،لى وأنا أجزى به
 وفرحة حني يلقى ر ّبـ ــه، فرحة حني يفطر: وللصائم فرحتان،وخللوف فم الصائم أطيب عند الله من ريح املسك

Ramadan: Fasting of the Heart
By Dr. Ali Qleibo

Allah, Ramadan, and my father intertwine
in my mind to evoke a feeling of religious
sensibility from which my generation has
been distanced. Throughout the holy month
of Ramadan my father became an ascetic
hermit and a total stranger. The daily
costume of suit and tie were abandoned
in favour of the deep brown camel hair
abayah (the outer Bedouin mantle) in which
he wrapped himself on top of his pyjama
as he pored over the Qur’an. Ramadan
would take over his entire being. Having
renounced his arjeeleh, food, drink, and petty
conversations, he would be transfigured
into a reclusive saintly figure discoursing
exclusively with Allah. To us as children he
projected an image of stoic indifference to
grief, pleasure, joy, or pain. His fast was not
of a punitive self-disciplinary character but
rather a personal inner struggle to create a
space for Allah in his heart by disengaging
from the material world. In fasting as in
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prayers he sought the love of Allah
and His recognition. My father’s
attitude was that of a supplicant
overcome by both fear and hope.
He feared Allah because of the
great respect he had for Him and
worried lest he would fall into
disfavour. Yet the fervour with
which he fulfilled all his religious
duties reinforced in him the hope
of winning the recognition of God in
whose compassion and mercy he
trusted; he loved God. Observing
Ramadan was an act of sublime
transcendence in which my father
would break through traditional
conventions to truth and the word
of Allah.
Ramadan reminds me that I had
grown up in an orthodox Muslim
family. The phases of the moon
and the Muslim lunar calendar
punctuated my childhood. My father
and mother would follow the waxing
and waning of the moon and would
count the lunar months as they
progressed towards Ramadan.
Beginning with Rajab, the seventh
lunar month, the anticipation of
Ramadan rises to reach its climax
in the month of Sha’ban, when
lunches (sha’bunieh) with special
heavy-to-digest dishes would be
prepared for family and friends
because throughout the month of

fasting they would not be eaten. Finally
the ninth and most joyful month of the Hijri
year would come. These were the happiest days
of the year.
For my father Ramadan held a focal point between
humanity and Allah. He would always quote Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him): “It is Allah’s Own
month.” Ramadan is the month in which the Qur’an was
revealed, and he would stress that fasting from sunrise to
sunset throughout the month is one of the five pillars of Islam. He
would recite to us God’s injunction from the Qur’an to confirm the
importance of fasting: “Fasting has been written down (as obligatory)
upon you, as it was upon those before you.” He would urge us to fast
Ramadan. By fasting one is performing an obligation imposed upon
Muslims by Allah and becomes entitled to a great reward in the hereafter.
On the other hand, not observing Ramadan is a great sin amounting,
according to some Muslim theologians, to heresy.
Irrespective of the season in which Ramadan took place, hot or cold,
temperate spring or late autumn, my father dutifully observed the holy
month in deep meditation, always wearing his abayeh. The name of the
month itself came from the time before the Islamic calendar, when the
month of Ramadan fell during the summer. The name “Ramadan” had
been the name of the ninth month in pagan Arabia long before Islam; the
word itself is derived from the Arabic root rmd, as in words such as ramida
or ar-ramad denoting intense, heat-scorched ground and shortness of
rations. The characteristics of Muslim fasting developed diachronically
and in various revelations with the purpose of distinguishing it from fasting
as practiced by the Sabaeans, Hanifs, Jews, and Christians. The once
seasonal pagan lunar months, which amount to around 354 days, were
corrected in the pagan taqweem (literally corrected calendar) through
the addition of a month (alnasee’), every fourth year. The new Muslim
calendar was instituted by Omar, the second Muslim Caliph, using
the pre Muslim pagan months. In the first twenty years of Islam and
following the Battle of Siffin and the shifting of the Caliphate from
Mecca to the Umayyad Dynasty in Damascus, the lunar months
became free-floating through the polemic removal of the month
of alnasee’ (the forgotten month). Henceforth Ramadan was no
longer related to the seasonal cycle. Similarly the pilgrimage
no longer corresponded to springtime in Mecca.
For a long time I was puzzled by my father’s fear of
God  مخافة اللهand hope  الرجاءas he worshipped Allah.
This ambivalence was manifest in fasting as well
as in the five daily prayers. In fact, I grew up in a
society where the fear of God as the righteous
sense of piety and an upright social religious
moral value was a central theme. The
admonition is encapsulated in
a saying attributed to the
Prophet of Islam,
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Mosque… Everywhere one sees men
hurry their pace to pray in response to
the call to prayer. I was awestruck by
Turkish spirituality. For Turks, praying
is second nature, performed at ease
and spontaneously. The presence of
God in daily life is as natural as eating,
drinking, and breathing. Neither the
element of choice nor reason mediates
between the faithful and their God as
they stand “in the hands of Allah,” their
faces and comportment reflecting love,
fear, respect, and hope.
The Turkish joy in prayers reminded
me of my father’s joy when breaking
the fast. A sense of joy accompanied
by a great sense of gratification radiated
from his face as he drank the first glass
of water preceded by the traditional
declaration of the intention to break the
fast. His face glowed with gratitude as
he had followed God’s injunctions, joyful
that he had accomplished his duty in
the best way, and joyful since he had
legitimate hope in keeping God’s favour.
Muslim theologians distinguish
between plebeian fasting and prayers
during Ramadan and the fasting and
prayers of the more refined and cultured
who observe the holy month. Whereas
fasting for the plebeians refers to
abstaining from food, drink, or any
carnal pleasure from sunrise to sunset,
observing Ramadan for the cultured
has its spiritual-mystical dimension. Two
Arabic words summarise the essential
underpinnings of the spiritual aspect
of fasting. The first word, al-Samad
الصمد, is one of the main distinctive
qualities of Allah; Samad refers to Allah
as being beyond and above desire,
transcending needs and sufficient
unto himself but to whom all creatures
revert in order to fulfil all their needs.
In Arabic usage it denotes the ability
to rise to the challenge to withstand
all adversity, as in the word sumud.
Samad is also used to refer to an
entity that has no interior organs and
thus does not have the need to eat or
drink. It is used only one time in the
Qur’an, in Suret al-Ikhlas. The polemic

which was written in beautiful cursive
calligraphy, framed elegantly, and hung
prominently high up in every house and
shop (now supplanted by the photo of
the Dome of the Rock from the Mount
of Olives).
 رأس احلكمة مخافة اللهwhich may be
translated, “Wisdom lies in the fear of
God.”

Having attended a missionary school
years before Muslim religious education
was instituted as part of the Jordanian
curriculum, I could not relate to God as
someone to fear. One trusted in God’s
unconditional love. This premise made
the concept of hope ( )الرجاءredundant.
I knew I lived in His grace. He did not
need my recognition for He existed in
a plane that was discontinuous with
my level of reality. To accept God as
part and parcel of my daily life was a
personal decision, a choice. For my
father and his generation, God is not an
option. He is a full presence.
In my recent visit to Konya and
Istanbul my father’s faith came to life
in the contemporary Turkish religious
sensibility. Upon hearing the call to
prayer, people readily, eagerly, and
casually rushed in flocks to the mosques.
At the times of prayers all mosques
were packed with supplicants: in the
mosques and Sufi sanctuaries in Konya,
in Istanbul’s Kumkapi neighbourhood,
in the Egyptian bazaar, Sultan Ahmad
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word Samad refers to Allah’s absolute
transcendence from the material world.
In fasting the observer disengages from
his body and transcends his material
needs in emulation of God. Through
the sublimation of the need for food or
drink, in fasting one assumes the quality
of samad; a divine space is carved
in the heart of the faithful. Observing

Fasting is an act of love, a personal
homage, and an immolation of the self
to win God’s favour.
After the fast has been broken, the
heart should swing like a pendulum
between fear and hope. For one does
not know if one’s fast will be accepted,
thus leading one to find favour with
God, or whether it will be rejected. The

Ramadan as such modulates to an inner
religious experience; Ramadan is the
fast of the heart.
This renunciation of pleasure, the
fast of the heart, is to be understood
as an act of love and as a personal
offering to Allah himself. The word in
Arabic that describes the deference
of the self in favour of the other is ايثار
(’eethar) and has no parallel in English.
In daily usage, in the context of charity,
’eethar refers to the act of giving to the
needy not from one’s surplus but from
one’s own basic needs. Whereas in
Christianity, one would say, “Love your
neighbour as yourself,” in Islam the
adage, had it been written, would be,
“Love your neighbour more than you
love yourself.” In the context of fasting
’eethar refers to renouncing one’s own
material pleasures – i.e., sublimating the
desire and need for food, drink, and all
pleasures – out of preference for Allah;
thus carving a space for Allah in one’s
heart. In observing Ramadan the faithful
are transfigured into an angel-like state.

fear of God is a decisive element in
curbing human arrogance and hubris.
Humans must follow the law but God
is not bound by our actions, and it
would be presumptuous to take God’s
approval for granted. Allah has His own
unfathomable logic. Yet the Prophet of
Allah constantly underlines the fact that
fasting is a highly meritorious action. In
one of the most quoted forty divinely
inspired sayings of Prophet Mohammad,
heaven is promised to those who fast.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,
“Every good deed is rewarded from ten
to seven hundred times over, but God
says fasting is the exception; it is for
Me, and My servant forgoes his eating
and drinking for my sake, so I Myself will
reward My servant for it. The breath of a
fasting person is sweeter to Allah than
the scent of musk. For the fasting person
there are two joys: the joy of breaking
the fast and the joy of meeting God.”
As the Ramadan moon waxed, my
grandmother, grandfather, uncles, and
aunts grew melancholic. By the tenth
of Ramadan they would nostalgically
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say that Ramadan is almost over, In
ash-sharat dash-sharat (By the tenth of
the month Ramadan is already leaving
us). As the full moon waned heralding
the end of our favourite month of the
year, they would express their wish for
the beloved month’s return as soon
as possible. At the threshold of the
house as they exchanged the goodbye
greetings (Salaam atabet el daar), they
would observe the waning moon, see
it is coming to a fast end, and wistfully
wish that Ramadan not stay away too
long.
ال اوحش الله منك يا رمضان
My father passed away over twenty
years ago. His joy in listening with
my mother to the morning prayers
celebrating the end of the month of
Ramadan, Salat el Eid, still shines in
my memory. I still see him in my mind’s
eyes as we sat to eat the festal food,
the traditional stuffed lamb. A deep inner
tranquillity radiated from their faces. My
father would say a prayer of thanks and
ask God to give him the health to be
able to observe next year’s Ramadan.
My mother and father were happy,
confirmed in their faith that their labour
was not lost, that they had accomplished
their duties, that they had won the favour
of God and stayed in His grace.
For an extensive ethnographic
description of the customs and manners
in celebrating Ramadan, see Dr. Qleibo’s
article, “Jerusalem Rejoices in the
Welcome of Ramadan” in This Week in
Palestine, issue 114, October 2007.
Dr. Ali Qleibo is an anthropologist, author,
and artist. A specialist in the social history
of Jerusalem and Palestinian peasant
culture, he is the author of Before the
Mountains Disappear, Jerusalem in
the Heart, and the recently published
Surviving the Wall, an ethnographic
chronicle of contemporary Palestinians
and their roots in ancient Semitic
civilizations. His filmic documentary
about French cultural identity, Le Regard
de L’Autre was shown at the Jerusalem
International Film Festival. Dr. Qleibo
lectures at Al-Quds University. He can be
reached at aqleibo@yahoo.com.
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A Rhyme for Every Time

Introducing a Book by Samia Khoury
By Cedar Duaybis

At a time when the occupation and its ploys have consumed our minds and thoughts,
our days and nights, our hopes and dreams, A Rhyme for Every Time comes like
a breeze of fresh air. Every book that is launched, every article circulated, every
conference held, is either political, occupation-related, or has to do in one way or
another with our ongoing Nakba.
A Rhyme for Every Time reminds us that there is more to life than struggle. It reminds
us that we have each other and that our human relations are our most valuable asset,
which not even the all-encompassing occupation can take away from us.
Samia Khoury, with her warmth, her sense of humour, her observant eye, and her
loving, caring nature, takes the time and makes the effort to gather her friends and
loved ones in this charming collection of poetry.
Opening remarks of Cedar Duaybis at Sabeel’s Book Launch of Samia Khoury’s
A Rhyme for Every Time
26 March 2010
Dearly beloved, at Sabeel we gather
A circle of friends, like birds of a feather
Samia has joined us together so happily
In her heart and her book she’s made us a family
A Rhyme in time for every occasion
From a loving heart the best decoration
A token of love, a gift of herself
A book to cherish and not for the shelf
It’s sad we miss those who reside in Birzeit
What else to expect when we trust the Quartet
But for those of you she forgot to remember
Never lose heart and never surrender
Trust Samia to make a second round
Before you know it her new book will be bound
What’s funny it’s all in the English tongue
Just shows what colonization has done
And now before my word I close
Let’s all give Samia a hearty applause
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By Ramzi Jaber

find innovators in fields that range
from education and psychology
to motivational speaking and
engineering.
TED is an annual invitation-only
conference that takes place in Long
Beach, California. The audience plays
a key role in making the conference
a truly enriching experience. TED’s
success is based on the extraordinary
effort of bringing together 1,500 of
the world’s most remarkable people.
The result? Unexpected connections,
startling insights, and inevitably
powerful inspiration.
T E D ’s f o r m a t i s a s u i t e o f
short, carefully prepared talks,
demonstrations, and performances on

On 9 October 2010, in the Cultural
Palace of Ramallah, TEDxRamallah
will showcase inspirational stories of
Palestine.
TEDxRamallah is an independently
organised conference that is licensed
by TED, a platform for speakers from
diverse fields (education, business,
art, science, technology, etc) to
discuss ideas worth spreading.
Founded in 1984 as a conference,
TED showcases those who have
excelled in the fields of technology,
entertainment, and design. As
the conferences gained more
momentum and recognition over
the years, they began to encompass
numerous disciplines. One can now
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a wide range of subjects that aim
to foster learning and inspiration
and to provoke conversations
that matter. It differs from a
typical conference in that it is
the community that nominates
the speakers. This renders the
topics discussed during the
conference more relevant to the
respective communities. One can
only attend a TED conference by
applying online.
I attended TEDIndia last year.
This conference was special in
that it showcased technological
wizardry that was used to address
social needs. One example is
the talk by Anupam Mishra, who
presented an amazing array of
engineering creations designed
to harvest water that were built
centuries ago by the people of
India’s Golden Desert.
TEDtalks are a wealth of
knowledge where you can see
individuals challenging the status
quo and tackling humanity’s
toughest questions, answering
with innovation, enterprise, and
enduring optimism. It is a place
where meaningful connections
are made and ideas flourish.
These talks are filmed and
are available online for free on
TED.com. It is no surprise that
TEDtalks have gone viral – to
date, they have been watched up
to 290 million times.
TED, as a platform for
innovation, creativity, and
excellence, is well-known and
boasts countless news articles
in mainstream media; CNN,
BBC, The New York Times, The
Economist, etc. have featured
TEDtalks and speakers. TED has
also played an important role in
the careers of TED speakers, as
many have found their careers
being catalysed after giving a
TEDtalk.

TED is not the venue for tiresome and
colourless talks; rather it offers shocking,
often unconventional methods that are used
to drive home a message. After Bill Gates
once released a flood of mosquitoes into
the audience, it was hard to imagine that
anyone would forget his point: Mosquitoes
are the main cause of spreading malaria;
more money is spent researching a cure
for baldness than eradicating this deadly
disease. Jill Bolte Taylor even went so far
as to display a real brain in order to illustrate
her explanation of the difference between
the left and right hemispheres.
In 2009 there were 618 TEDx events in
98 countries, with another 577 planned,
including Singapore, Moscow, Los Angeles,
Montreal, Tokyo, Madrid, London, and
Hollywood, to name only a few (see http://
partners.ted.com/press/).
To receive an invitation to TEDxRamallah,
visit www.tedxramallah.com/profile/attend.
To nominate a person from your
community, visit www.tedxramallah.com/
speakers.
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Palestine Post – A Rich Past
and a Promising Future
Courtesy of Palestine Post

or Indian stamps for additional services.
After 1918 the free postage services
were discontinued and British post offices
were established throughout Palestine.
By the early twenties, the postal services
offered by the mandate authorities were
reputed to be the best in the Middle
East. Mail was collected and delivered
daily to the British central
post office in Jerusalem and
was transported by trains,
cars, boats, horses, and
in 1927, by air as well. In
1923 Palestine, as a semi-

As one of the oldest documented public
services in the region, the postal service
dates back to the Bronze Age. During
Persian and Roman rule in Palestine, postal
services enabled efficient correspondence
between cities in Palestine and the rest of
the empire.
In the Caliphate Era, the Umayyads
developed a postal system, known as the
Barīd, by utilising khans – resting stops
for pilgrims – as postal exchange points,
thereby creating an intricate network
system similar to modern models of
international mail distribution. Similarly the
Barīd system was used during the Abbasid
Caliphate Era until the Fatimid Era when
a pigeon post system was introduced and
later perfected by the Mamluks.
During Ottoman rule in Palestine,
official post offices were established, and
in 1840 regulations and
standards were created
for setting postage
fees and distinguishing
between ordinary
letters, registered letters,
and official letters, yet another
stepping-stone to the first modern
postal service in the region. In 1875
the Ottoman postal services joined
the Universal Postal Union (UPU) and
thereafter, international rates were dictated
by UPU rules. By 1860 there were ten
official Ottoman post offices throughout
Palestine. The number grew to 20 in
1900, and 32 in 1917. In addition to central
post offices in the main cities, there were
three routes for travelling post offices that
served communities along the railway lines
between Damascus and Haifa, Jaffa and
Jerusalem, and Messudshi and Nablus.
At the beginning of the British Mandate
in Palestine, the Egyptian Expeditionary
Force and the Indian Expeditionary
Force offered basic postal services to
civilians free of charge and used British

autonomous region, became a member
of the UPU. By 1942 there were 104
stamps issued by Britain bearing the name
“Palestine.” However, after the beginning
of the instability leading up to the 1948
war, British postal services deteriorated
and Palestine was removed from the
UPU at the request of Britain after all
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British-produced stamps for Palestine
were destroyed.
By 1955, after the establishment of
the State of Israel, all postal services
were handled and managed by Israeli
authorities. By 1990, postal services were
offered in 1,058 locations across Palestine.
Beginning in 1994, the Palestinian
National Authority took over the existing
infrastructure established by Britain and
Israel and established the Palestine Post.
Since the acquisition of the postal system
in Palestine by the PNA, many of the
services that were
previously offered
by the post offices
during the Israeli
administration were

Recently postal services have undergone
a tremendous transformation. With Prime
Minister Fayyad’s plans, which centre
on the objective of building effective
government institutions, particular attention
was given to the Palestine Post as it
represents a symbol of sovereignty and
is one image of a country’s infrastructural
competence. Therefore under the
leadership of Dr. Mashhour Abudaka,
the Ministry of Telecommunications and
Information Technology, which governs
the postal system, has partnered with
the PACE project (Palestine Authority
Capacity Enhancement), which is a
nationwide USAID initiative designed to
build on existing public sector reforms to
develop a more efficient, effective, and
responsive public sector and improve the
quality of public services. As
part of this campaign, Palestine

discontinued and many difficulties were
faced in trying to fill the void created
by the disengagement of the Israeli
administration from the post offices in
Palestine. The attempt to replace this void
with very limited capabilities and limited
allocation of resources as well as the
context of political unrest, which began
in 2000, ultimately caused even further
deterioration of the postal services under
PNA administration.

Post has undergone a comprehensive
restructuring of its operational model,
logistics network, and management, as well
as a complete rebranding of itself. With the
implementation of these reforms Palestine
Post is rapidly moving towards becoming a
modern institution that meets international
standards in customer service quality and
range of products and services offered
to the public. Consequently, Palestine
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range from financial services to logistics
and government services. As for postal
services, Palestine Post will now offer
daily mail service to all of its 84 urban and
suburban post offices as well as a domestic
express service that will guarantee delivery
within 24 hours between any two cities in
the country.
Palestine Post is working with several
ministries and government authorities to
make existing public services more easily
accessible and less bureaucratically
burdensome for citizens. These services
will include disbursement of social
welfare payments, payment of taxes,
and the processing of numerous other
services such as passport renewal,
document certification, and other tasks
that would normally require visits to various
government departments to complete.
Palestine Post is working closely with the
private sector to offer such services as
bill and tuition payment and plans to also
offer a business-solutions service through
which companies can receive advice on
how to expand their businesses, reduce
their logistics costs, and potentially enable
them to introduce new services, all through
partnering with Palestine Post.
On 20 April 2010, the postal administration
was accepted at the EMS cooperative as
an observer member with complete
membership privileges, which enables
Palestine Post to exchange the EMS with
other postal investors. To this end, outgoing
and incoming mail, parcels, and EMS must
have the name “Palestine” stated clearly in
the address.
All this is but the beginning of a much
broader planned development of Palestine
Post. Despite the daily hardships faced
by postal workers and all the barriers and
difficulties that confront all Palestinians on
a daily basis because of Israeli restrictions,
Palestine Post will continue to serve the
public and stand as an example to the
international community of Palestine’s
capacity to offer progressive, high
standards of service to its citizens as part
of its capacity to govern an independent
country.

recently joined the UPU once again and
has been given an international postal
code which permits the direct exchange of
mailing according to international standards
through the international exchange office in
Ramallah. In addition, a zip code system
for the West Bank and Gaza Strip has been
developed which will soon be introduced to
the public after final approval.
Aside from the nationalistic goals for
developing Palestine Post, a commercial
strategy has been formed which sets goals
to offer a wide variety of services that

Courtesy of Palestine Post.
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Personality of the Month
Jad Isaac
and 1985, he was a member of the
Council of Higher Education and headed
the Science Deans Council. He initiated
and was the editor in chief of Bethlehem
University Journal from 1980 until 1987.
In 1980, Jad became a member
of the board of trustees of the Arab
Thought Forum and was a member of the
organising committee for the conference
“Development for Steadfastness,” which
was launched by the Arab Thought
Forum. In 1985, he co-founded the
Economic Development Group as a
non-profit finance institution to promote
entrepreneurship and authentic
development in Palestine. Later, this
institution merged into the Palestinian
Development Fund and the Palestinian
Banking Corporation. In 1986, he was
awarded the Abdul-Hamid Shoman
award for Arab Biologist of the Year.
In 1987 when the first Intifada broke
out, Jad became active in leading
nonviolent resistance activities through
the promotion of backyard farming,
neighbourhood committees, alternative
education, and tax boycott. Initially, he
was arrested several times for short
periods by the Israeli occupation forces,
and in July 1987, he was given a sixmonth administrative detention order,
which he spent in Ansar 2 prison. Upon

Jad Isaac was born on 1 August 1947
in Beit Sahour. In 1963, he joined the
Faculty of Agriculture at Cairo University
and graduated with honours from the
Food Science Department in 1968. Upon
his return, he worked at the Department
of Agriculture as an extension agent in
Ramallah until he resigned in 1969 to
work as a chemistry teacher in Bethlehem
secondary schools. In 1971, he was
appointed as science and agriculture
inspector in the Bethlehem Department
of Education. In 1973, he was awarded a
scholarship through the American Friends
of the Middle East to pursue his post
graduate studies at Rutgers University,
where he graduated with an MSc degree
in food science in 1974. Jad returned
to Palestine to resume his work and
joined Bethlehem University as a parttime instructor of biology. In September
1976, he received a scholarship from
the British Council to pursue his studies.
He joined the Food Research Institute
at the University of East Anglia where
he got his PhD in 1979. He then worked
at Bethlehem University as an assistant
professor and headed the Department of
Life Sciences. In 1980, he became the
academic coordinator for the Faculty of
Science, and in 1982, the dean of science
at Bethlehem University. Between 1979
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When the Madrid Peace Conference
was initiated, Jad became part of the
Palestinian negotiating team where he
headed the Palestinian delegation for
the environmental working group in the
multilateral talks and was a member of
the steering committee for these talks.
He was a member of the technical
committees that were established at
the Orient House under the leadership
of Professor Sari Nusseibeh where he
was in charge of the environment and
infrastructure committees. He is an
adviser to the Palestinian negotiating
team on final status issues and attended
the Camp David and Taba negotiations
in 2000 and 2001. Since 1997, he has
been a member of the editorial board
of Water Policy Journal and a member
of the Pugwash Chapter in Palestine.
He has published several articles and
books in his field of interest, including
The Environmental Profile for the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, the Atlas
of Palestine, and the Geopolitical Atlas of
the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

his release, he realised that it was time
to leave the university and focus on
community development.
He started working with the late Faisal
Husseini and others to establish a
Palestinian strategic planning unit which
led to the establishment of the Orient
House. He was one of the signatories
of the first draft of the Palestinian
Independence Charter that was drafted
at the Orient House. In 1989, he cofounded the Palestinian Centre for
Rapprochement between People to do
advocacy work for the Palestinian cause
among Israelis and internationals. In
1990, the Applied Research InstituteJerusalem (ARIJ) was established and
Jad was appointed its director general.
Since then, the institute has become
a leading Palestinian institution that
conducts research on agriculture, the
environment, land use, and water. During
the same year, he received the Professor
Abdul-Salam Award for Palestinian
Biologists of the Year.
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Artist of the Month

his classmates’ faces instead of paying
attention to the teachers, his talent was soon
recognised and appreciated by the school,
and he was awarded a number of prizes,
one of which was a visit by the late Egyptian
president, Gamal Abdel Nasser.
After a series of successful exhibitions
in Dara’a Cultural Center, Samir managed
to gain entry into the Damascus Fine Arts
Academy in 1967, where he was privileged
to study under some of the finest teachers,
including Fateh Al-Modarres, Nazir Nabaa,
and Nasir Showra. He graduated in 1972
and moved to Lebanon to work at the media
office of the PLO where he spent three
years developing the political posters of the
resistance movement.
He then studied at the Ecole Nationale des
Beaux Arts in Paris and worked at a number
of jobs that included drawing tourists’ faces,
teaching art, and finally working on Arabic
publications at UNESCO.
After the Oslo Agreement, Samir returned
to Palestine, where he worked for two years
on the technical designs for the Red Crescent
Society hospital in Khan Younis. Afterwards
he went to Ramallah to oversee Al-Hallaj
Gallery before being seconded to work with
the Red Crescent Society in Al-Bireh until his
retirement in 2004. At present Samir lives and
works in France.
The summer of 1996 was a significant step
in Samir’s journey. He visited his hometown
of Safed for the first time and was shocked
and saddened by the impossibility of finding
his childhood home as described by his
parents. From that moment, Samir has
refused to surrender to the consequences
of Al-Nakba, and Palestinian Safed shines
again through his lines and colours, as he
becomes more and more determined to hold
on to its roots and prepare to return.

Samir Salameh
All journeys start with one step, yet no one
can ever tell where a journey might lead or
where it will end. The only certain thing is
that journeys teach us about ourselves and
connect us more deeply than we could ever
imagine with our roots.
I invite you now to come with me to discover
the journey of one artist, Samir Salameh,
who has been living in exile and wandering
the world in search of his roots and his lost
homeland. He wanders among the colours
and abstract representations that he has
created along the way.
Samir Salameh was born in Safad in
Palestine in 1944. During Al-Nakba in 1948,
when Samir was four years old, he and his
family were deported and forced to become
refugees. From Majd al-Kroum, in the
Galilee, to Lebanon and finally to Syria in
Dira’a Refugee Camp, the young boy faced
the harsh reality of losing home, stability,
and freedom.
When Samir was 15, a new chapter started
– he discovered his passion for drawing.
Despite his annoying habit of drawing

Hanan Wakeem, Palestinian Art Court –
al Hoash Gallery
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Book of the Month

Increased militancy and war (notably
the Israeli Operation Cast Lead in early
2009) has exacerbated the ongoing
socio-economic and political crisis across
Palestine. In view of ongoing military
actions, the blockade of Gaza, the
geographical fragmentation of the West
Bank, and increased illegal settlement in
East Jerusalem, further MDG regression
is expected, particularly in relation to
poverty and hunger, and certain areas of
health and education. The Israeli-imposed
siege of Gaza, the increase in prices of
major production inputs and basic food
supplies, together with the devaluation
of the US dollar have rendered current
national poverty-reduction strategies
insufficient to face the existing crisis.
The political aspirations of the
Palestinian people remain unfulfilled.
The stated position of the PNA and the
international community is that progress
towards development outcomes must
continue even under occupation. Whilst
it is rational, to a certain extent, to pursue
development objectives in the face of
prolonged occupation, it is increasingly
clear that it will be impossible to meet
certain MDGs whilst the occupation
persists. Under the Fourth Geneva
Convention, the State of Israel, as the
occupying power and a member state of
the United Nations, has an obligation to
provide services to the people it occupies:
therefore, the State of Israel should bear
responsibility for this failure to meet the
global goals.
The Millennium Declaration in 2000,
adopted by 189 world leaders, led to the
definition of 8 goals, 18 targets, and 48
indicators (latterly expanded to 21 targets
and 60 indicators by the United Nations
Secretary General to better reflect the
spirit of the Declaration) to meet this
objective. The MDGs are the globally
accepted framework for measuring
progress towards human development
and focus the efforts of the international
community on achieving noteworthy and
measureable improvements in people’s
lives. The selection of Palestine – along
with Yemen from the Arab region – to

2010 MDG Report
for Palestine
MDG Progress and Development
Indicators in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory
Published by the Ministry of Planning
and Administrative Development,
2010, 30 pages
In 2009, Palestine was placed 110th out of
182 countries in the lower-middle income
bracket surveyed by the UN Human
Development Index. The development
indices demonstrate that Palestine
achieves above the regional (Arab)
average in life expectancy, literacy rate,
and education, but lags behind in GDP per
capita. The Human Development Index
places Palestine behind Qatar (33), the
United Arab Emirates (35), Libya (55),
Oman (56), Saudi Arabia (59), Lebanon
(83), and Iran (88), but ahead of Egypt
(123), Yemen (140), Sudan (150), and
Djibouti (155).
Progress towards attainment of certain
MDGs is favourable, although the
situation of prolonged and intensified
conflict and occupation since the end of
the second Intifada (2005) has meant that
achievements have not been sustained
and that there has been regression
across a range of goals and targets.
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Khalet Ad-Dar, Hebron, photo by Ahed Izhiman.

present an MDG review to the UN General
Assembly meeting in September 2010 is
an opportunity to reflect on Palestinian
development issues on the international
stage.
The High-Level Plenary Meeting of the
United Nations General Assembly on
the MDGs in 2010, and the discussions
that precede it, will be an opportunity for
rallying and revitalising efforts, building
on the assumption that “business as
usual” will not advance most countries
to achieve the goals by 2015. The 2010
MDG Report, prepared by the Palestinian
Ministry of Planning and Administrative
Development (MOPAD), therefore, will
be a defining moment to galvanise
new political commitment and to spur

collective action and the effort needed
over the final five years of the fifteen-year
action plan to accelerate and sustain
progress towards the MDGs.
The 2010 MDG Report for Palestine
will help guarantee that the global
promise of 2015 is kept by ensuring
that Palestinian interests are served by
the High-Level Plenary Meeting, and
by providing national and international
stakeholders with a common, nationally
owned framework for renewed action to
accelerate progress towards the MDGs
despite the prolonged occupation that
has hindered the progress toward some
of these goals.
Sufian Mushasha
Development Practitioner.

Website Review

http://www.undp.ps
Review date: 17 July 2010
Focus Areas is the third main menu,
which starts with an introduction and lists
the six activity sectors in brief. Each of
these is also available as a submenu and
links to a full page that features approach,
projects and related news. The focus areas
are Democratic Governance, Poverty
Reduction, Crisis Prevention and Recovery,
Energy and Environment, Information
Technology, and HIV/AIDS. Other areas
such as health, education, and gender are
also cited elsewhere.
The Newsroom menu has a collection of
resources that range from press releases
and speeches to media, publications, and
links.
The left column features images from
projects and publications, Links to UNDP’s
early recovery work in Gaza, links to
follow UNDP on social networks such as
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Flicker.
It concludes with PAPP magazine, and a
Google search box.
A news ticker tape spans the second and
third columns and links to the main UNDP
news site, followed by a flash movie that
represents focus areas. Recent news fills
most of the main area.
The third column has miscellaneous
graphic links to activities, project factsheets
for West Bank and Gaza, tenders, and
vacancies plus a summary of main
Palestinian development indicators.
The page concludes with three recent
reports and assorted menu items such as
contact, copyright, FAQ, information policy,
hotline (wrongdoing online reporting form),
and jobs.
Overall, the UNDP/PAPP site is contentrich and informative, however it is not fully
compatible with Firefox as opposed to
Internet Explorer.

UNDP launched the Programme of
Assistance to the Palestinian People
(PAPP) in the late 1970s. The UNDP/
PAPP website follows, to a large extent, the
worldwide UNDP Web-presence branding
guidelines, and the site is available in
English as the default language with a direct
link to the Arabic version.
The UNDP/PAPP site is structured around
the traditional three-column layout in
addition to a top banner. The banner hosts
the main cascading menu and language
switch on top, followed by a header across
the page that features the title, a fading
random image, and the UNDP logo.
The top menu bar provides access to
the programme’s core content. On the far
left, UNDP Home is a means to access the
main page and, on the far right, Arabi takes
us to the Arabic version. The core content
is spread across four two-level menus:
About UNDP/PAPP, MDGs, Focus Areas,
and Newsroom.
About UNDP/PAPP introduces the
programme, provides some facts about
the Palestinian people, offers information
about the UN and its agencies working
in Palestine, lists donors and their
contributions, links to the websites of UNV
and TOKTEN (UN Volunteers and Transfer
of Knowledge Through Expatriate, explains
internship in terms of eligibility and type of
work, lists available vacancies and how to
apply (on a dedicated sub-site), highlights
the procurement process, and offers a
learning section where training material
and schedule can be found.
The second main menu is MDGs
(Millennium Development Goals). A
scorecard and related media, resources,
and press articles are available under
the MDGs Attainment submenu, while
Overview explains the eight goals. There
is also a related MDG report and a link to
the Millennium Project (from the parent
UNDP site).

Abed A. Khooli, IT/KM specialist
Mr. Khooli can be reached at
akhooli@arabic2000.com.
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Note: Please make sure to contact the venue to check whether the programme is still running.
Lila Hamdieh, Rawan Gedeon, Salwa Abd Alaziz,
Thaer Toss and Sami Sholi (through September
13 daily), Dar Annadwa

EAST JERUSALEM (02)

Centre for Jerusalem Studies at Al-Quds
University, tel. 628 7517; Palestinian Art Court
-alHoash, tel. 627 3501

CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES

ART

Monday 2

Monday 23

10:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, Marah
Rabah School

20:30 Inauguration of an art exhibition entitled
“Palestine in the Eyes of Young Artists” (seventh
station), organised by JEEL Publishing/Filistin
Ashabab and the British Council, sponsored by
Al Wataniya Mobile (through August 23 daily from
20:30 till 22:30 except Sundays), Palestinian Art
Court – alHoash

Tuesday 3
10:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, AlManshieh School

Wednesday 4

FILMS

10:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, Wad
Rahal School

Saturday 7
18:00 Fatena by Ahmad Habash, Palestinian Art
Court- alHoash

12:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, Thabrah
School

SPECIAL EVENTS

Tuesday 17

Thursday 5

Ramadan Rituals (meeting point Centre for
Jerusalem Studies), Centre for Jerusalem
Studies

10:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, AlZawahreh School

TOURS

12:30 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, Joret AlSham’a Village Council

The tours “Jerusalem, A Palestinian Perspective”
are organised by the Centre for Jerusalem
Studies of Al-Quds University. The dates of the
tours are to be confirmed. For further information
please call the Centre for Jerusalem Studies, tel.
02-628 7517

Saturday 7
10:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, Wadi
El-Nees School

Saturday 7

Monday 9

8:30 Haifa (meeting point Ambassador Hotel),
Centre for Jerusalem Studies

10:00 Entertaining performance entitled "Yala
Yala" organised by Al Harah Theater, Marah
M’ala School

Monday 9

Friday 6

Tuesday 10

18:00 Envelopes and Unpacking by Bike Theatre,
in cooperation with Children Play and Education,
French Palestinian School and the Alliance
Francaise- Bethlehem, Dar Annadwa

18:00 Louz Akhdar the Youth Literature Forum
(fourth session) organised by JEEL Publishing/
Filistin Ashabab in cooperation with Khalil
Sakakini Cultural Center, Khalil Sakakini Cultural
Center

Saturday 7

TOURS

Throw The Stick organised by Al Harah Theater,
YMCA

Sunday 15
9:00-17:00 Ramallah city and vicinity, PACE

RAMALLAH (02)

Ethnographic and Art Museum- Birzeit University,
tel. 298 2976; Franco-German Cultural Center,
tel. 298 1922; Khalil Sakakini Cultural Center, tel.
298 7374; Palestinian Association for Cultural
Exchange (PACE), tel. 240 6711

Palestinian Association for Cultural Exchange
(PACE), tel. 02 240 6711

ART

Sunday 1

NABLUS (09)

TOURS

Sunday 1

9:00-17:00 Nablus city and Sabastia, PACE

10:00-15:00 Continuation of an art exhibition
entitled "Ramallah-fairest of them all?" curated
by Vera Tamari and Yazeed Anani (through
December 22 daily from 10:00 till 15:00 except
Fridays and Sundays), The Ethnographic and Art
Museum - Birzeit University

Sunday 22
9:00-17:00 Nablus city and vicinity, PACE

HEBRON (02)

CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES

Palestinian Association for Cultural Exchange
(PACE), tel. 02 240 6711

Saturday 21

TOURS

18:00 Games, readings and handicrafts for
children, Franco-German Cultural Center

Sunday 8
9:00-17:00 Hebron city and vicinity, PACE

FILMS

Sunday 1

JERICHO (02)

19:00 KinoKlub: "A day in Palestine" and
"Jerusalem… so near, so far" in cooperation with
Shashat (Arabic with English subtitles), FrancoGerman Cultural Center

Palestinian Association for Cultural Exchange
(PACE), tel. 02 240 6711

Monday 2

Sunday 29

18:00 CinéMémoire: A semester with Jacques
Tati: Traffic, Franco-German Cultural Center

9:00-17:00 Jericho city and vicinity, PACE

TOURS

Tuesday 3

JENIN (04)

19:00 KinoKlub: "Confession" in cooperation
with Shashat (Arabic with English subtitles),
Franco-German Cultural Center

Cinema Jenin, tel. 250 2455

Wednesday 4

Saturday 7

20:30 El lemby 8 giga, Dar Annadwa

18:00 Séminaire Claire Simon: "Ca brûle"
(French with English subtitles), Franco-German
Cultural Center

ART

PLAYS

LITERATURE

12:30 "Arab Shorts," short movies of nine Arab
countries, in the framework of the ceremonial
opening of Cinema Jenin, organised by the
Franco-German Cultural Center, Cinema Jenin

Friday 13

Thursday 5

Friday 6

16:00 Inauguration of an art exhibition by a group
of Palestinian artists: Anton Aoun, Ashjan Swaity,

Throw The Stick organised by Al Harah Theater,
YMCA

19:00 Poetry of Palestine by Nirah Shirazipour,
Deema Dabis, Emile Saba, Mai Kaloti, Mustafa
Mustafa, Cafe La Vie

20:00 Tunnel Tour (meeting point Centre for
Jerusalem Studies), Centre for Jerusalem
Studies

FILMS

Thursday 19
20:30 El lemby 8 giga, Dar Annadwa

BETHLEHEM (02)

Friday 20

International Centre of Bethlehem (Dar
Annadwa), tel. 277 0047
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FILMS
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East Jerusalem (02)

The Edward Said National
Conservatory of Music

Al-Jawal Theatre Group

Tel: 627 1711, Fax: 627 1710
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

Telefax: 628 0655

Alruwah Theatre

Theatre Day Productions

Tel: 626 2626
alruwahtheatre2000@yahoo.com

Tel: 585 4513, Fax: 583 4233
tdp@theatreday.org, www.theatreday.org

Al-Ma’mal Foundation for Contemporary Art

Turkish Cultural Centre

Tel: 628 3457, Fax: 627 2312
info@almamalfoundation.org
www.almamalfoundation.org

Tel: 591 0530/1, Fax: 532 3310
kudustur@netvision.net.il
www.kudusbk.com

Al-Urmawi Centre for Mashreq Music

Yabous Productions

Tel: 234 2005, Fax: 234 2004
info@urmawi.org, www.urmawi.org

Tel: 626 1045; Fax: 626 1372
info@yabous.org, www.yabous.org

Ashtar for Theatre Productions & Training

Bethlehem (02)

Telefax: 582 7218
info@ashtar-theatre.org, www.ashtar-theatre.org

Al-Harah Theatre

British Council

Telefax: 276 7758
alharahtheater@yahoo.com
info@alharah.org, www.alharah.org

Tel: 626 7111, Fax: 628 3021
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britishcouncil.org/ps

Alliance Française de Bethléem

Center for Jerusalem Studies/Al-Quds University

Telefax: 275 0777
afbeth@p-ol.com

Tel: 628 7517
cjs@planet.edu, www.jerusalem-studies.alquds.edu

Community Action Centre (CAC)
Educational Bookshop

Tel: 627 5858, Fax: 628 0814
info@educationalbookshop.com, www.educationalbookshop.com

Badil Centre

Tel: 628 2451 / 626 2236, Fax: 628 4324
ccfjeru@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Tel: 277 7086

Gallery Anadiel

Beit Jala Community Based-Learning
& Action Center

Tel: 628 2811, Fax: 626 4403

Issaf Nashashibi Center for Culture &
Literature

Tel: 277 7863

Bethlehem Academy of Music/ Bethlehem
Music Society

Telefax: 581 8232
isaaf@alqudsnet.com

Tel: 277 7141, Fax: 277 7142

Jerusalem Centre for Arabic Music

Bethlehem Peace Center

Tel: 627 4774, Fax: 656 2469
mkurd@yahoo.com

Tel: 276 6677, Fax: 276 4670
info@peacenter.org, www.peacenter.org

Palestinian Art Court - Al Hoash

Cardinal House

Telefax: 627 3501
info@alhoashgallery.org, www.alhoashgallary.org

Telefax: 276 4778
info@cardinalhouse.org, www.cardinalhouse.org

Palestinian National Theatre

Catholic Action Cultural Center

Tel: 628 0957, Fax: 627 6293
info@pnt-pal.org

Tel: 274 3277, Fax 274 2939
info@ca-b.org, www.ca-b.org

Public Affairs Office

Centre for Cultural Heritage Preservation

Tel: 628 2456, Fax: 628 2454
www.uscongen-jerusalem.org

Tel: 276 6244, Fax: 276 6241
info@bethlehem2000.org
www.bethlehem2000.org/cchp

Sabreen Association for Artistic
Development

Inad Centre for Theatre & Arts

Tel: 532 1393, Fax: 532 1394
sabreen@sabreen.org, www.sabreen.org

Telefax: 276 6263, www.inadtheatre.org

Sanabel Culture & Arts Theatre

International Centre of Bethlehem-Dar
Annadwa

Tel: 671 4338, Fax: 673 0993
sanabeltheatre@yahoo.com

Tel: 277 0047, Fax: 277 0048
addar@annadwa.org, www.annadwa.org
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Tel:222 9131, Fax: 229 0652
itv@ipyl.org, www.ipyl.org

Palestinian Group for the Revival of Popular
Heritage

Jericho (02)

Jericho Community Centre

Telefax: 274 7945

Telefax: 232 5007

Palestinian Group for the Revival of Popular
Heritage

Jericho Culture & Art Center
Telefax: 232 1047

Telefax: 274 7945

Municipality Theatre

Relief International - Schools Online
Bethlehem Community Based-Learning &
Action Center

Tel: 232 2417, Fax: 232 2604

Jenin (04)

Hakoura Center

Tel: 277 7863

Sabreen Association for Artistic
Development

Telfax: 250 4773
center@hakoura-jenin.ps, www.hakoura-jenin.ps

Tel: 275 0091, Fax: 275 0092
sabreen@sabreen.org, www.sabreen.org

The Freedom Theatre/Jenin Refugee Camp

Tel: 274 3071, Fax: 276 7446
tnations@p-ol.com, www.tentofnations.org

Nablus (09)

Tel: 250 3345
info@thefreedomtheatre.org

Tent of Nations

The Higher Institute of Music

Tel: 276 0533, Mobile: 0599 938 0887
artasfc@yahoo.com

French Cultural Centre

The International Palestinian Youth League
(IPYL)

Telefax: 229 1559,
www.yestheatre.org, info@yestheatre.org

Telefax: 274 2381, 274 2642
mahasaca@palestinianheritagecenter.com
www.phc.ps

Arab Educational Institute (AEI)-Open
Windows
Artas Folklore Center

Tel: 583 8836, Mobile: 0545 835 268
f.abousalem@gmail.com, www.el-hakawati.org

Palestinian Heritage Center

The Edward Said National Conservatory of
Music

Tel: 274 4030
www.aeicenter.org

El-Hakawati Theatre Company

Yes Theater

Telefax: 276 0411
itipcenter@yahoo.com

Anat Palestinian Folk & Craft Center
Telefax: 277 2024
marie_musslam@yahoo.com

Tel: 627 3352, Fax: 627 4547
www.cac.alquds.edu

ITIP Center “Italian Tourist Information Point”

British Council- Al Najah University
Telefax: 237 5950
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britishcoumcil.org/ps

Telefax: 274 8726
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

Cultural Centre for Child Development
Tel: 238 6290, Fax: 239 7518
nutaleb@hotmail.com, www.nutaleb.cjb.net

Telefax: 275 2492
highiom@hotmail.com
www.thehigherinstituteofmusic.ps

Cultural Heritage Enrichment Center
Tel. 237 2863, Fax. 237 8275
arafatn24@yahoo.com

Turathuna - Centre for Palestinian Heritage
(B.Uni.)

French Cultural Centre

Tel: 274 1241, Fax: 274 4440
pdaoud@bethlehem.edu, www.bethlehem.edu

Tel: 238 5914, Fax: 238 7593
ccfnaplouse@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Hebron (02)

Nablus The Culture

Al Sanabl Centre for Studies and Heritage

Tel: 233 2084, Fax: 234 5325
info@nablusculture.ps, www.nablusculture.ps

Tel: 256 0280
e-mail: sanabelssc@yahoo.com
www.sanabl.org, www.sanabl.ps

Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02)
A. M. Qattan Foundation

Association d’Echanges Culturels HebronFrance (AECHF)

Tel: 296 0544, Fax: 298 4886
info@qattanfoundation.org, www.qattanfoundation.org

Telefax: 222 4811
info@hebron-france.org, wwww.hebron-france.org

Al-Kamandjâti Association

Tel: 297 3101
info@alkamandjati.com, www.alkamandjati.com

Beit Et Tifl Compound

Telefax: 229 1559
tdphebron@alqudsnet.com

Al Kasaba Theatre and Cinematheque
Tel: 296 5292/3, Fax: 296 5294
info@alkasaba.org, www.alkasaba.org

British Council- Palestine Polytechnic University

Al-Mada Music Therapy Center

Telefax: 229 3717
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britsishcouncil.org.ps

Tel: 241 3196, Fax: 241 3197
info@al-mada.ps, Website: www.al-mada.ps

Children Happiness Center

Al-Rahhalah Theatre

Telefax: 229 9545
children_hc@yahoo.com

Telefax: 298 8091
alrahhalah@hotmail.com

Dura Cultural Martyrs Center

Amideast

Tel: 228 3663
nader@duramun.org, www.duramun.org

Tel: 240 8023, Fax: 240 8017
westbank-gaza@amideast.org, www.amideast.org

Palestinian Child Arts Center (PCAC)

ArtSchool Palestine

Tel: 222 4813, Fax: 222 0855
pcac@hotmail.com, www.pcac.net

Tel: 295 9837
info@artschoolpalestine.com, www.artschoolpalestine.com
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Ashtar for Theatre Production

Shashat

Baladna Cultural Center

Sharek Youth Forum

Tel: 298 0037, Fax: 296 0326
info@ashtar-theatre.org, www.ashtar-theatre.org

Tel: 297 3336, Fax: 297 3338
info@shashat.org, www.shashat.org

Telfax: 295 8435

BirZeit Ethnographic and Art Museum

Tel: 296 7741, Fax: 296 7742
info@sharek.ps, www.sharek.ps

British Council

Tel: 298 6121/ 2, Fax: 298 8160
tamer@palnet.com, www.tamerinst.org

Carmel Cultural Foundation

Tel: 295 9070, Fax: 295 9071
info@ncm.birzeit.edu, www.birzeit.edu/music

Tamer Institute for Community Education

Tel. 298 2976
www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu

Tel: 296 3293-6, Fax: 296 3297
information@ps.britishcouncil.org
www.britishcouncil.org/ps

The Edward Said National Conservatory of
Music

Tel: 298 7375, Fax: 298 7374

The Palestinian Circus School

El-Funoun Dance Troupe

Tel: 0545- 671 911 or 0599- 926 107
www.palcircus.ps, info@ palcircus.ps

Tel: 240 2853, Fax: 240 2851
info@el-funoun.org, www.el-funoun.org

The Palestinian Network of Art Centres

First Ramallah Group, Sareyyet Ramallah

Tel: 298 0036, 296 4348/9, Fax: 296 0326
iman_aoun@yahoo.com

Tel: 295 2706 - 295 2690, Fax: 298 0583
sirreyeh@palnet.com, www.sirreyeh.org

The Spanish Cultural Center

Franco-German Cultural Centre Ramallah

Tel. 295 0893, chp@panoramacenter.org

Tel: 298 1922 / 7727, Fax: 298 1923
info@ccf-goethe.org, www.ccf-goethe-ramallah.org

Young Artist Forum
Telefax: 296 7654
yaf@palnet.com

Greek Cultural Centre - “Macedonia”
Telefax: 298 1736/ 298 0546
makdonia@palnet.com

Gaza Strip (08)

In’ash Al-Usra Society- Center for Heritage
& Folklore Studies

Al-Qattan Centre for the Child

Khalil Sakakini Cultural Center

Arts & Crafts Village

Manar Cultural Center

Ashtar for Culture & Arts

Tel: 240 1123 / 240 2876, Telefax: 240 1544
usra@palnet.com, www.inash.org

Tel: 283 9929, Fax: 283 9949
reem@qcc.qattanfoundation.org
www.qattanfoundation.org/qcc

Tel: 298 7374, Fax: 296 6820
sakakini@sakakini.org, www.sakakini.org

Telefax: 284 6405
artvlg@palnet.com, www.gazavillage.org

Tel: 295 7937, Fax: 298 7598

Telefax: 283 3565
atlas9@palnet.com

Mazra’a Qibliyeh Heritage and Tourism Centre

Fawanees Theatre Group

Telefax: 281 5825
mazraaheritage@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/mazraaheritage/

Telefax: 288 4403

Culture & Light Centre

Palestinian Association
for Contemporary Art PACA

Telefax: 286 5896, ifarah@palnet.com

Palestinian Association for Cultural
Exchange (PACE)

Gaza Theatre

French Cultural Centre

Tel :286 7883, Fax : 282 8811
ccfgaza@consulfrance-jerusalem.org

Tel: 296 7601, fax: 295 1849
paca@pal-paca.org, www.pal-paca.org

Tel: 282 4860, Fax: 282 4870

Tel: 240 7611, Telfax: 240 7610
pace@p-ol.com, www.pace.ps

Global Production and Distribution

Tel: 240 3891, Fax: 240 2851
info@popularartcentre.org, www.popularartcentre.org

Dialogpunkt Deutsch Gaza (Goethe-Insitut)

Tel: 298 4704 / 295 2105, Fax: 295 2107
rcpevents@ramallah-city.org
www.ramallahculturalpalace.org

Tel: 281 0476, Fax: 280 8896
mcrcg@palnet.com

Telefax: 288 4399
art.global@yahoo.com

Popular Art Center

Tel: 282 0203, Fax: 282 1602

Holst Cultural Centre

Ramallah Cultural Palace

Theatre Day Productions
Telefax: 283 6766
tdpgaza@palnet.com

RIWAQ: Centre for Architectural
Conservation

Windows from Gaza For Contemporary Art

Tel: 240 6887, Fax: 240 6986
riwaq@palnet.com, www.riwaq.org

Mob. 0599 781 227 - 0599 415 045
info@artwfg.ps

Sandouq Elajab Theatre
Tel: 296 5638, 295 3206
sandouqelajab@yahoo.com
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Jerusalem Panorama Hotel

St. George’s Pilgrim Guest House

(74 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 4887, Fax: 627 3699
panorama@alqudsnet.com
www.jerusalempanoramahotel.com

East Jerusalem (02)

Christmas Hotel

Addar Hotel (30 suites; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 626 3111, Fax: 626 0791
www.addar-hotel.com

Commodore Hotel (45 rooms; cf; mr; res)

Tel: 628 2588, Fax: 626 4417
christmashotel@bezeqint.net, www.christmas-hotel.com
Tel: 627 1414, Fax: 628 4701

Alcazar Hotel (38 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Gloria Hotel (94 rooms; mr; res)

Tel: 628 1111; Fax: 628 7360
admin@jrscazar.com, www.jrscazar.com

Tel: 628 2431, Fax: 628 2401
gloriahl@netvision.net.il

Ambassador Hotel (122 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 541 2222, Fax: 582 8202
reservation@jerusalemambassador.com
www.jerusalemambassador.com

Golden Walls Hotel (112 rooms)

American Colony Hotel(84 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Holy Land Hotel (105 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Tel: 627 2416, Fax: 626 4658
info@goldenwalls.com, www.goldenwalls.com

Tel: 627 9777, Fax: 627 9779
reserv@amcol.co.il, www.americancolony.com

Tel: 627 2888, Fax: 628 0265
info@holylandhotel.com, www.holylandhotel.com

Austrian Hospice

Jerusalem Hotel (14 rooms; bf; mr; res; live music)

(25 rooms; bf; res)
Tel: 628 3302, Fax: 628 2253
sghostel@bezeqint.net

Strand Hotel (88 rooms; mr; res)

Hashimi Hotel

Tel: 628 0279, Fax: 628 4826

Tel: 628 4410, Fax: 628 4667
info@hashimihotel.com

Victoria Hotel (50 rooms; bf; res)
Tel: 627 4466, Fax: 627 4171

Knights Palace Guesthouse (50 rooms)

Tel: 628 2537, Fax: 628 2401, kp@actcom.co.il

Bethlehem (02)

Legacy Hotel

Alexander Hotel (42 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 627 0800, Fax: 627 7739
rani@jerusalemlegacy.com, www.jerusalemlegacy.com

Tel: 277 0780, Fax: 277 0782

Al-Salam Hotel (26 rooms; 6f; mr; cf; res)

Metropol Hotel

Tel: 276 4083/4, Fax: 277 0551
samhotel@p-ol.com

Tel: 628 2507, Fax: 628 5134

Mount of Olives Hotel (61 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 4877, Fax: 626 4427
info@mtolives.coml, www.mtolives.com

Beit Al-Baraka Youth Hostel (19 rooms)
Tel: 222 9288, Fax: 222 9288

Beit Ibrahim Guesthouse

Mount Scopus Hotel (65 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 582 8891, Fax: 582 8825
mtscopus@netvision.net.il

Tel: 274 2613, Fax: 274 4250
reception@luthchurch.com
www.abrahams-herberge.com

Tel: 626 5800, Fax: 627 1472
office@austrianhospice.com
www.austrianhospice.com

Tel: 628 3282, Fax: 628 3282
raed@jrshotel.com, www.jrshotel.com

Azzahra Hotel (15 rooms, res)

Tel: 656 4393, Fax: 656 4394
claridge@palnet.com, www.jerusalemclaridge.com

New Metropole Hotel (25 rooms; mr; res)

Bethlehem Hotel (209 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 277 0702, Fax: 277 0706
bhotel@p-ol.com

Jerusalem Meridian Hotel

New Regent Hotel (24 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Bethlehem Inn (36 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 2424, Fax: 274 2423

New Swedish Hostel

Bethlehem Star Hotel (72 rooms; cf; bf; res)
Tel: 274 3249 - 277 0285, Fax: 274 1494
htstar@palnet.com

Jerusalem Claridge Hotel (30 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 628 2447, Fax: 628 3960
azzahrahotel@shabaka.net, www.azzahrahotel.com

Capitol Hotel (54 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 2561/2, Fax: 626 4352

(74 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 628 5212, Fax: 628 5214
www.jerusalem-meridian.com

New Imperial Hotel (45 rooms)
Tel: 627 2000, Fax: 627 1530
Tel: 628 3846, Fax: 627 7485

Tel: 628 4540, Fax: 626 4023
atictour@palnet.com

Tel: 627 7855, Fax: 626 4124
swedishhost@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/swedishhostel

Casanova Hospice (60 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 274 3981, Fax: 274 3540

Casanova Palace Hotel (25 rooms; bf; res)

Notre Dame Guesthouse (142 rooms, Su, bf, mr,

Tel: 274 2798, Fax: 274 1562

cr, res, ter, cf, pf)
Tel: 627 9111, Fax: 627 1995
info@notredamecenter.org, www.notredamecenter.org

Everest Hotel (19 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 2604, Fax: 274 1278

Petra Hostel and Hotel

Grand Hotel (107 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 1602 - 274 1440, Fax: 274 1604
grandhotel_beth@hotmail.com

Tel: 628 6618

Pilgrims Inn Hotel (16 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Golden Park Resort & Hotel (Beit Sahour)

Tel: 627 2416
info@goldenwalls.com

(54 rooms; res, bar, pool)
Tel: 277 4414

Ritz Hotel Jerusalem (104 rooms, bf, mr)

Tel: 626 9900, Fax: 626 9910
reservations@jerusalemritz.com
www.jerusalemritz.com

House of Hope Guesthouse

Rivoli Hotel

House of Peace Hostel

Tel: 274 2325, Fax: 274 0928
Guesthouse@houseofhopemd.org

Tel: 628 4871, Fax: 627 4879

Tel: 02-2764739
http://www.houseofpeace.hostel.com/

Savoy Hotel (17 rooms)

Tel: 628 3366, Fax: 628 8040

Inter-Continental Hotel (Jacir Palace)
(250 rooms; su; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Seven Arches Hotel (197 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 626 7777, Fax: 627 1319
svnarch@trendline.co.il

Lutheran Guesthouse “Abu Gubran”
Tel: 277 0047

St. Andrew’s Scottish Guesthouse
“The Scottie” (17 rooms + 1 hostel)

Murad Tourist Resort

Tel: 673 2401; Fax: 673 1711
standjer@netvision.net.il, www.scothotels.co.il

Tel: 2759880, Fax:2759881
www.murad.ps

St. George Hotel (144 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Nativity BELLS Hotel (65 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 274 8880, Fax: 274 8870
nativitybells@palnet.com, www.nativitybellshotel.ps

Tel: 627 7232 - 627 7323, Fax: 628 2575
stgeorge1@bezeqint.net, www.hotelstgeorge-jer.com
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Nativity Hotel (89 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 277 0650, Fax: 274 4083
nativity@nativity-hotel.com, www.nativity-hotel.com

Asia Hotel (28 rooms, res)

Paradise Hotel (166 rooms;cf;bf;mr;res;su;pf)

Telefax: 233 3281

Telefax: 238 6220

Chrystal Motel (12 rooms)

Tel: 274 4542/3 - 274 4544
paradise@p-ol.com

Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02)

St. Antonio Hotel (36 rooms; mr; cf;res;pf)

Al-A’in Hotel (24 rooms and suites; mr; cf)

Tel: 276 6221, Fax: 276 6220

Tel: 240 5925 - 240 4353 Fax: 240 4332
alainhotel@hotmail.com

Santa Maria Hotel (83 rooms; mr; res)
Tel: 276 7374/5/6, Fax: 276 7377
smaria@p-ol.com

Al-Bireh Tourist Hotel (50 rooms; cf; res)

Telefax: 240 0803

Shepherd Hotel

Al-Hajal Hotel (22 rooms; bf)
Telefax: 298 7858

Tel: 274 0656, Fax: 274 4888
info@shepherdhotel.com, www.shepherdhotel.com

St. Nicholas Hotel (25 rooms; res; mr)

Al Hambra Palace (Hotel Suites and Resort)

Saint Vincent Guest House (36 rooms)
Tel: 276 0967/8, Fax: 276 0970
svincent@p-ol.com, www.saintvincentguesthouse.net

Al-Murouj Pension (Jifna village) (8 rooms; res)

Tel: 295 6226 - 295 0031, Fax: 295 0032
www.alhambra-palace-hotel.com
alhambrapalace1@gmail.com

Tel: 274 3040/1/2, Fax: 274 3043

Telefax: 281 0881

Talita Kumi Guest House (22 rooms; res; mr; cf)

Al-Wihdah Hotel

Tel: 274 1247, Fax: 274 1847

Telefax: 298 0412

Zaituna Tourist Village

Ankars Suites and Hotel (30 suites)

Tel: 275 0655

Tel: 295 2602, Fax: 295 2603
info@ankarssuiteshotel.ps

Jericho (02)

Best Eastern Hotel (91 rooms; cf; res)
Tel: 296 0450, Fax: 295 8452
besteastern@jrol.com

Al- Zaytouna Guest House (7 rooms; bf; res; mr)
Telefax: 274 2016 Deir Hijleh Monastery
Tel: 994 3038, 0505 348 892

Caesar Hotel (70 rooms & su, 2 mr, cr, res, cf)

Hisham Palace Hotel

Tel: 296 4228, Fax: 296 4229

Tel: 232 2414, Fax: 232 3109

City Inn Palace Hotel (47 rooms; bf; cf; res)

Inter-Continental Jericho

Tel: 240 8080, Fax: 240 8091
cityinnpalace@gmail.com, www.cityinnpalace.com

(181 rooms; su; bf; cf; mr; res; ter; tb)
Tel: 231 1200, Fax: 231 1222

Grand Park Hotel & Resorts

Jericho Resort Village

(60 rooms; 46 studios; bf; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 232 1255, Fax: 232 2189
reservation@jerichoresorts.com, www.jerichoresorts.com

Jerusalem Hotel (22 rooms)
Telepherique & Sultan Tourist Center
(55 rooms)
Tel: 232 1590, Fax: 232 1598
info@jericho-cablecar.com

Gemzo Suites

Al-Quds International Hotel

Tel: 295 2122, Telefax: 295 3274
manarah@hotmail.com, www.manarahhotel.com.ps

Merryland Hotel (25 rooms)

Hebron (02)

Tel: 298 7176, Telefax: 298 7074

Hebron Hotel

Rocky Hotel (22 rooms; cf; res; ter)

Tel: 225 4240 / 222 9385, Fax: 222 6760
e-mail: hebron_hotel@hotmail.com

Tel: 296 4470, Telefax: 296 1871

Pension Miami (12 rooms)

Regency Hotel (76 rooms; su; res; tb; cf; bf)

Telefax: 295 6808

Tel: 225 7389/98, Fax: 225 7388
regency@palnet.com, www.hebron-regency.com

(30 rooms; bf; cf; res; sp)
Tel: 283 0001/2/3/4, Fax: 283 0005

Telefax: 282 3521/19

Al-Deira (11 suites; cf; mr; res; ter)

Manarah Hotel

Gaza International Hotel

Adam Hotel (76 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

(84 rooms; 12 grand suites; bf; cf; mr; res; sp; pf)
Tel: 298 6194, Fax: 295 6950
info@grandpark.com
(90 executive suites; cs; mr; pf; gm; res)
Tel: 240 9729, Fax: 240 9532
gemzo@palnet.com, www.gemzosuites.net

Tel: 232 2444, Fax: 992 3109

Gaza Strip (08)

Grand Palace Hotel

(20 rooms; cr; mr; cf; res; internet)
Tel: 284 9498/6468, Fax: 284 9497
grand_palace@p-i-s.com

Tel: 283 8100/200/300, Fax: 283 8400
ADEIRA@P-I-S.com

Hotel Sea Breeze

(44 rooms; 2 suites; bf; mr; res)
Telefax: 282 5181 - 282 6223 - 286 3481 - 282 2269

Tel: 283 0277 - 284 2654, Fax: 282 4231

Marna House (17 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Al-Waha Hotel

Tel: 282 2624, Fax: 282 3322

Tel: 287 0880, Fax: 287 0889

Palestine Hotel (54 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Beach Hotel (25 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 282 3355, Fax: 286 0056

Telefax: 282 5492 - 284 8433

Jenin (04)

Cliff Hotel (24 rooms; bf; mr; res)
Tel: 282 3450, Fax: 282 0742

Haddad Hotel & Resort

Commodore Gaza Hotel (120 rooms;su; bf)

Tel: 241 7010/1/2, Fax: 241 7013
haddadbooking@ymail.com
www.haddadtourismvillage.com

Tel: 283 4400, Fax: 282 2623
hotel@commodorgaza.com

Ramallah Hotel (22 rooms; bf; mr; res)

Tel: 295 3544, Fax: 295 5029

Nablus (09)

Retno Hotel (15 rooms & su; res; mr; gm; sp)

Al-Qaser Hotel (38 rooms; bf; cf; mr; res)

Telefax: 295 0022
retnohotel@yahoo.com

Tel: 238 5444, Fax: 238 5944
alqasr@netvision.net.il

Key: su = suites, bf = business facilities; mr = meeting rooms, cr = conference facilities; res = restaurant,
ter = terrace bar; tb = turkish bath, cf = coffee shop; gm = gym; pf = parking facilities, sp = swimming pool

Royal Court Suite Hotel (34 suites; res; mr; ter;

Al-Yasmeen Hotel & Souq

cf; pf; i)
Tel: 296 4040, Fax: 296 4047

(30 rooms; cf; mr; res)
Tel: 233 3555 Fax: 233 3666
yasmeen@palnet.com, www.alyasmeen.com
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East Jerusalem (02)

Notre Dame - La Rotisserie

Tel: 541 2213, Fax: 582 8202

Panorama Restaurant

Tel: 628 9185

Papa Andreas

Tel: 627 3768

Pasha’s

Al-Diwan (Ambassador Hotel)

Tel: 627 9114, Fax: 627 1995

Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770

Dar al Balad
Tel: 274 9073

Tel: 626 3344

Dar Jdoudnah Coffee
Shop

Tel: 628 4433, Fax:627 5224

Tel: 274 3212

Tel: 582 5162 - 532 8342

Tel: 274 8844, Fax: 274 8889

Tel: 628 4377

Tel: 274 3224

Arabesque, Poolside & Patio
Restaurants

Tel: 627 3970 - 628 8135

Tel: 277 0047

Tel: 627 9777, Fax: 627 9779

Rossini's Restaurant Bar

Tel: 627 3854

Shababeek Restuarant

Tel: 532 4590

Shalizar Restuarant

Tel: 628 2447

The Gate Café

Al-Mihbash

Al-Shuleh Grill
Amigo Emil
Tel: 628 8090, Fax: 626 1457

Antonio’s (Ambassador Hotel)
Tel: 541 2213

(American Colony Hotel)

Armenian Tavern
Askidinya
Az-Zahra

Borderline Restaurant Café
Tel: 532 8342

Cafَé Europe
Tel: 628 4313

Cardo Restaurant
Tel: 627 0827

Chinese Restaurant
Tel: 626 3465, Fax: 626 3471

Coffee Bean Cafe
Tel: 627 0820

Educational Bookshop
Books & Coffee
Tel: 627 5858

El Dorada Coffee Shop &
Internet Café
Tel: 626 0993

Four Seasons Restaurants &
Coffee Shop
Tel: 628 6061, Fax: 628 6097

Goodies

Tel: 585 3223

Kan Zaman (Jerusalem Hotel)
Tel: 627 1356

Lotus and Olive Garden
(Jerusalem Meridian Hotel)
Tel: 628 5212

Moon Light Pizza
Tel: 627 5277

Nafoura

Tel: 626 0034

Nakashian Gallery Cafe
Tel: 627 8077

Patisserie Suisse
Pizza House

RIO Grill and Subs
Tel: 583 5460
Tel: 628 2964

Tel: 532 2626, Fax: 532 2636
Tel: 582 9061

Tel: 627 4282
The Patio (Christmas Hotel)
Tel: 628 2588 - 626 4418
Versavee Bistro (Bar and Café)
Tel: 627 6160

Victoria Restaurant
Tel: 628 3051

Bethlehem (02)
Abu Eli Restaurant
Tel. 274 1897

Abu Shanab Restaurant
Tel: 274 2985

Afteem Restaurant

Grotto Restuarant
Golden Roof

Il’iliyeh Restaurant
La Terrasse
Tel: 275 3678

Layal Lounge
Tel: 275 0655

Mariachi (Grand Hotel)
Tel: 274 1440 - 274 1602
274 1603, Fax: 274 1604

Opera Bistro & Lounge
Tel: 275 0859

Palmeras Gastropub
Telfax: 275 6622

Riwaq Courtyard

(Jacir Palace Inter-Continental)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6754

Roots Restaurant
Tel: 274 9292

Shepherds Valley Village
(The Tent Restaurant)

Tel: 277 3875, Fax: 277 3876

St.George Restaurant

Tel: 274 3780, Fax: 274 1833

Tachi Chinese

Tel: 274 7940

Tel: 274 4382

Tel: 277 3335

Tel: 274 0711, Fax: 274 1862

Al-Hakura Restaurant
Akkawi Café
Tel: 274 8447

Al Makan Bar (Jacir Palace
Inter-Continental Bethlehem)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770
Baidar (Jacir Palace InterContinental Bethlehem)
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6770
Balloons

Tel: 275 0221, Fax: 277 7115

Bonjour Restaurant and
Café
Tel: 274 0406

Taboo – Restaurant & Bar
The Square Restaurant
& Coffee Shop
Tel: 274 9844

Zaitouneh - Jacir Palace
Inter-Continental Bethlehem
Tel: 276 6777, Fax: 276 6154

Jericho (02)

Al-Nafoura Restaurant
(Jericho Resort Village)

Tel: 232 1255, Fax: 232 2189

Al-Rawda

Telefax: 232 2555

Green Valley Park

Café Sima

Tel: 232 2349

Tel: 275 2058

Cigar Bar (Jacir Palace

Inter-Continental Bethlehem)
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Jabal Quruntul
Tel: 232 2614, Fax: 232 2659

Seven Trees

K5M - Caterers

The Vine Restaurant

Khuzama

Tomasso’s

Tel: 232 2781

Tel: 295 6813

Salim Afandi

Tel: 295 0606

Nablus (09)
Tel: 237 1332

Zeit Ou Zaater

(Al-Yasmeen Hotel)
Tel: 238 3164, Fax: 233 3666

Ramallah &
Al-Bireh (02)
Al Falaha

Tel: 290 5124

Awjan

Tel: 295 7676, Fax: 297 1776

Almonds

Tel: 295 7028

Al-Aseel

Mac Chain Restaurant
Tel: 297 2125

Mac Simon
Tel: 297 2088

Tel: 295 7727

Tel: 240 9991/ 2

Tropicana

Tel: 297 5661
UpTown (Ankars Suites & Hotel)
Tel: 295 2602

Tel: 240 7196

Vatche’s Garden
Restaurant

Tel: 295 9555

Zam’n Premium Coffee

Tel: 240 3016 - 240 8182

Zan Restaurant and Pub

Mr. Donuts Café
Mr. Fish

Tel: 296 5966 - 296 5988

Mr. Pizza

Tel: 295 0600

Muntaza Restaurant &
Garden

Tel: 297 0548

Tel: 295 6835

Na3Na3 Café

Zarour Bar BQ

Tel: 295 6767 - 296 4480
Fax: 296 4357

Tel: 296 4606

Zeit ou Zaater

Tel: 295 3270

Ziryab

Azure Restaurant &
Coffeeshop

Tel: 297 6870

Gaza Strip (08)

Telefax: 295 7850

Tel: 297 0705, 297 0706

Pizza Inn

Tel: 282 1272 - 283 3769

Baba's Brunch
Tel. 2976931

Tel: 298 1181/ 2 /3

Philadelphia

Tel: 283 8100/ 200/ 300

Baladna Ice Cream
Telefax: 295 6721

Tel: 295 1999

Birth Café

Plaza Jdoudna Restaurant
and Park

Tel: 298 0456

Angelo’s

Tel: 295 6408 - 298 1455

Avenue Restaurant
Tel: 296 3633

Tel: 297 6614
Caesar’s (Grand Park Hotel)
Tel: 298 6194

Osama’s Pizza

Tel: 295 4455

Orjuwan Lounge

Tel: 295 9093

Pesto Café and Restaurant

Al-Andalus

Café Mocha Rena

Tel: 295 6020, Fax: 296 4693
Pollo-Loco (Mexican)
Tel: 298 1984
Pronto Resto-Café (Italian)
Tel: 298 7312

Casablanca

Tel: 295 3467

Café De La Paix
Tel: 298 0880
Tel: 298 1460

Rukab’s Ice Cream

Tel: 298 7658

Saba Sandwiches

Tel: 296 4081

Samer

Chinese House Restaurant
Crispy

Tel: 295 6661

Darna

Tel: 295 0590/ 1

Diwan Art coffee Shop
Tel: 296 6483

Do Re Mi Café (Royal Court)
Tel: 296 4040

Elite Coffee House
Tel: 296 5169

European Coffee Shop
Tel: 295 7031 - 296 6505

Express Pizza
Tel: 296 6566

Fawanees

Tel: 298 7046

Karkar Café
Tel: 296 3643

Tel: 296 0116

Al-Deira

Al-Diwanea Tourist
Tel: 282 5062

Alladin

Tel: 282 3355

Al-Marsa

Tel: 286 3599

Al-Molouke
Tel: 286 8397

Al-Salam

Tel: 282 2705, Telefax: 283 3188

Al-Sammak
Tel: 286 4385

Al-Sammak Ghornata

Tel: 240 5338 - 240 3088

Sangria’s

Tel: 284 0107

Al-Sayyad

Tel: 283 4779

Tel: 295 6808

Shukeireh Restaurant
Tel: 297 5233

Sinatra Cafe & Cheese Cake

Tel: 2971028
Sky Bar (Ankars Suites and Hotel)
Tel: 295 2602

Stones

Tel: 296 6038
Tabash (Jifna village)
Tel: 281 0932

Tal El-Qamar Roof
Tel: 298 7905/ 6

The Orthodox Club
Tel: 295 6520
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La Mirage

Tel: 286 5128

Lido

Tel: 286 4198

Matouq

Tel: 282 6245 - 282 1399

Roots - The Club

Tel: 288 8666 - 282 3999
282 3777

Whispers

Tel: 282 1011

East Jerusalem (02) Armenian Museum, Old City,

Tel: 628 2331, Fax: 626 4861, Opening hours:
Mon.- Sat. from 9:00 - 16:30 • Dar At Tifl Museum (Dar At Tifl Association), Near the Orient House,
Tel: 628 3251, Fax: 627 3477 • Islamic Museum (The Islamic Waqf Association), Old City, Tel: 628 3313,
Fax: 628 5561, opening hours for tourists: daily from 7:30 - 13:30 • Math Museum, Science Museum, Abu
Jihad Museum for the Palestinian Prisoners Studies - Al-Quds University, Tel: 279 9753 - 279 0606,
foryou@alquds.edu, opening hours Saturday - Wednesday 8:30 - 15:00 • Qalandia Camp Women’s Handicraft
Coop., Telefax: 656 9385, Fax: 585 6966, qalandia@palnet.com

Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02) Museum of Palestinian Popular Heritage - In’ash el Usra, In’ash el

Usra society, Al-Bireh, Tel: 240 2876, Fax: 240 1544, Opening hours: daily from 8:00 - 15:00 except Fridays •
Ramallah Museum, Al-Harajeh St., Across from Arab Bank, Old Town, Ramallah, Telefax: 295 9561,
open daily from 8:00 - 15:00 except friday and Saturday • The Birzeit University Ethnographic and Art
Museum Tel: 298 2976, vtamari@birzeit.edu, Opening hours: daily from 10:00 - 15:00 except for Fridays and Sundays

Bethlehem (02) Al-Balad Museum for Olive Oil Production, Tel: 274 1581, Opening hours: 8:00-14:30
Monday through Saturday • Baituna al Talhami Museum, (Folklore Museum) Arab Women’s Union,
Tel: 274 2589, Fax: 274 2431, Opening hours: daily from 8:00 - 13:00/ 14:00 - 17:00 except for Sundays and
Thursdays afternoon • Bethlehem Peace Center Museum, Tel: 276 6677, Fax: 274 1057, info@peacenter.org,
www.peacenter.org , Opening hours: daily from 10:00-18:00 except Sundays from 10:00 - 16:00 •
Natural History Museum, Telefax:02-276 5574, eec@p-ol.com, www.eecp.org • The International
Nativity Museum, Tel: 276 6585, Fax: 274 2421 • Palestinian Ethnographic Museum,
Tel: 276 7467, Fax: 276 0533, artas_fc@yahoo.com, Opening hours: daily from 9:00 - 17:00 • Palestinian Heritage
Center, Telefax: 274 2381, mahasaca@palestinianheritagecenter.com, www.palestinianheritagecenter.com
Gaza (08) Al Mathaf, Tel: 285 8444, info@almathaf.ps, www. almathaf.ps

East Jerusalem (02) Car Rental • Car & Drive, Tel: 656 5562/3 • Dallah Al-Barakah, Tel: 656 4150 •
Good Luck, Tel: 627 7033, Fax: 627 7688 • Green Peace Rent A Car Ltd., Telefax: 585 9756 • Jerusalem
Car Rental & Leasing ltd., Tel: 582 2179, Fax: 582 2173 • Orabi, Tel: 585 3101 • Petra, Tel: 582 0716,Taxis
Abdo,Tel: 585 8202 (Beit Hanina), Tel: 628 3281 (Damascus Gate) • Al-Eman Taxi & Lemo Service, Tel:
583 4599 - 583 5877 •Al-Rashid, Tel: 628 2220 • Al-Aqsa, Tel: 627 3003 • Beit Hanina, Tel: 585 5777 • Holy
Land, Tel: 585 5555 • Imperial, Tel: 628 2504 • Jaber - Petra, Tel: 583 7275 - 583 7276 • Khaled Al-Tahan,
Tel: 585 5777 • Mount of Olives, Tel: 627 2777 • Panorama, Tel: 628 1116 • Tourist Transportation Abdo
Tourist, Tel: 628 1866 • Jerusalem of Gold, Tel: 673 7025/6 • Kawasmi Tourist Travel Ltd., Tel: 628 4769,
Fax: 628 4710 • Mount of Olives, Tel: 627 1122 • Mahfouz Tourist Travel, Tel: 628 2212, Fax: 628 4015

East Jerusalem (02) 4M Travel Agency, Tel: 627 1414, Fax: 628 4701, info@4m-travel.com, www.4mtravel.com • Abdo Tourist & Travel, Tel: 628 1865, Fax: 627 2973, abdotours@hotmail.com • Aeolus Tours,
Tel: 0505 635 5496, Fax: 656 5823, aeolus@aeolus-ltd.com • Albina Tours Ltd., Tel: 628 3397, Fax: 628 1215,
albina@netvision.net.il; info@albinatours.com, www.albinatours.com • Alliance Travel Solutions, Tel: 581
7102, Fax: 581 7103, info@alliancetravel-jrs.com, www.alliancetravel-jrs.com • Arab Tourist Agency (ATA),
Tel: 627 7442, Fax: 628 4366,george@atajrs.com • Atic Tours & Travel Ltd., Tel: 628 6159, Fax: 626 4023,
info@atictour.com, www.atictour.com • Awad & Co. Tourist Agency, Tel: 628 4021, Fax: 628 7990, admin@
awad.tours.com, www.awad-tours.com • Aweidah Bros. Co., Tel: 628 2365, Fax: 628 2366, aweidah@netvision.
net.il, www.aweidahtours.com • Ayoub Caravan Tours, Tel: 628 4361, Fax: 628 5804 caravan@palnet.com •
B. Peace Tours & Travel, Tel: 626 1876, Fax: 626 2065, b.peacetours@bezeqint.net • Bible Land Tours,
Tel: 627 1169, Fax: 627 2218, links@palnet.com • Blessed Land Tours, Tel: 628 6592, Fax: 628 5812, blt@
blessedlandtours.com, www.blessedlandtours.com • Carawan Tours and Travel, Tel: 628 1244, Fax: 628 1406,
carawan@jrol.com, www.carawan-tours.com • Daher Travel, Tel: 628 3235, Fax: 627 1574, dahert@netvision.
net.il, www.dahertravel.com • Dajani Palestine Tours, Tel: 626 4768, Fax: 627 6927, dajani@netvision.net.il
• Dakkak Tours Agency, Tel: 628 2525, Fax: 628 2526, dakkak@netmedia.net.il • Egythai Int. Tours and
Travel, Tel: 628 1184, Fax: 628 4701, holyland@egythai.com • Gates of Jerusalem Travel Agency, Tel: 234
4365, Fax: 234 3835, gates@alqudsnet.com • George Garabedian Co., Tel: 628 3398, Fax: 628 7896, ggc@
ggc-jer.com • GEMM Travel, Tel: 628 2535/6, sales@gemmtravel.com • Golden Dome Company for Hajj&
Umra Services, Tel: 628 0770, Fax: 628 5912 • Guiding Star Ltd., Tel: 627 3150, Fax: 627 3147, mark@
guidingstar2.com, www.guidingstarltd.com • Holy Jerusalem Tours & Travel, Tel: 540 1668; Fax: 540 0963, info@
holyjerusalemtours.com, www.holyjerusalemtours.com • Holy Land Tours, Tel: 532 3232, Fax: 532 3292, info@
holylandtours.biz • J. Sylvia Tours, Tel: 628 1146, Fax: 628 8277, sylviatours@yahoo.com • Jata Travel Ltd.,
Tel: 627 5001, Fax: 627 5003, jatatraveltd@hotmail.com • Jiro Tours, Tel: 627 3766, Fax: 628 1020, jiro@netvision.
net.il, www.jirotours.com • Jordan Travel Agency, Tel: 628 4052, Fax: 628 7621 • Jerusalem Orient Tourist
Travel, Tel : 628 8722, Fax: 627 4589, hamdi@jottweb.com • JT & T, Tel: 628 9418, 628 9422, Fax: 628 9298, jtt@
bezeqint.net.il, www.jttours.com • KIM’s Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 627 9725, Fax: 627 4626, kim@shabaka.
net, www.kimstours.com • Lawrence Tours & Travel, Tel: 628 4867, Fax: 627 1285, info@lawrence-tours.com
• Lourdes Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 627 5332, Telefax: 627 5336, lourdestravel@bezeqint.net • Middle
East Car Rental, Tel: 626 2777, Fax: 626 2203 • Mt. of Olives Tours Ltd., Tel: 627 1122, Fax: 628 5551
moot@netvision.net.il, www.olivetours.com • Nawas Tourist Agency Ltd., Tel: 628 2491, Fax: 628 5755
• Nazarene Tours and Travel, Tel: 627 4636, Fax: 627 7526 • Near East Tourist Agency (NET),
Tel: 532 8706, Fax: 532 8701, Jerusalem@netours.com, www.netours.com • O.S. Hotel Services, Tel: 628
9260, Fax: 626 4979, os@os-tours.com • Overseas Travel Bureau, Tel: 628 7090, Fax: 628 4442, otb@
netvision.net.il • Royal Orient Tours & Travel, Tel: 626 4181/2, Fax: 626 4186, info@royal-orient.net •
Safieh Tours & Travel Agency, Tel: 626 4447, Fax: 628 4430, safiehtours@bezeqint.net • Samara
Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 627 6133. Fax: 627 1956, info@samaratours.com • Season Travel
ltd., Tel: 627 7552, Fax: 627 7564, info@season-travel.com, www.season-travel.com • Shepherds Tours
& Travel, Tel: 6284121- 6287859, Fax: 6280251, info@shepherdstours.com, www.shepherdstours.com
• Shweiki Tours Ltd., Tel: 673 6711, Fax: 673 6966 • Sindbad Travel Tourist Agency, Tel: 627 2165, Fax:
627 2169, sindbad1@bezeqint.net, www.Sindbad-Travel.com • Siniora Star Tours, Tel: 628 6373, Fax: 628 9078,
travel@siniora.net • Terra Sancta Tourist Co, Tel: 628 4733, Fax: 626 4472 • The Pioneer Links Travel
& Tourism Bureau, Tel: 626 1963, Fax: 628 4714, www.pioneer-links.com • Tony Tours Ltd., Tel: 244 2050,
Fax: 244 2052, ihab64@012.net.il • United Travel Ltd., Tel: 583 3614, Fax: 583 6190, unidas@bezeqint.net,
www.unitedtravelltd.com • Universal Tourist Agency, Tel: 628 4383, Fax: 626 4448, uta-j@zahav.net.il, www.
universal-jer.com • William Tours & Travel Agency, Tel: 623 1617, Fax: 624 1126, wiltours_n@hotmail.com •
Yanis Tours & Travel, Telefax: 627 5862, hai_mou@yahoo.com • Zatarah Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel:
627 2725, Fax: 628 9873, info@zaatarahtravel.com
Bethlehem (02) Angels Tours and Travel, Tel: 277 5813, Fax: 277 5814, angels@p-ol.com, www.angelstours.

Nablus (09) Car Rental Orabi, Tel: 238 3383 • Taxis Al-Ittimad, Tel: 237 1439 • Al-Madina, Tel: 237 3501

com.ps • Arab Agency Travel & Tourism, Tel: 274 1872, Fax: 274 2431, tourism@aca-palestine.com, www.
aca-palestine.com • Crown Tours & Travel Co. Ltd., Tel: 274 0911, Fax: 274 0910, info@crown-tours.com,
www.crown-tours.com • Four Seasons Co. Tourism & Travel, Tel: 277 4401, Fax: 277 4402, fseasons@pol.com • Friendship Travel & Tourism, Tel: 277 7967, Fax: 277 7987, friendshipest@yahoo.com • Gloria
Tours & Travel, Tel: 274 0835, Fax: 274 3021, gloria@p-ol.com • Golden Gate Tours & Travel, Tel: 276
6044, Fax: 276 6045, ggtours@palnet.com • Kukali Travel & Tours, Tel: 277 3047, Fax: 277 2034, kukali@p-ol.
com • Laila Tours & Travel, Tel: 277 7997, Fax: 277 7996, laila@lailatours.com, www.Lailatours.com • Lama
Tours International, Tel: 274 3717, Fax: 274 3747, litco@p-ol.com • Millennium Transportation, TeleFax:
676 7727, 050-242 270 • Mousallam Int’l Tours, Tel: 277 0054, Fax: 277 0054, Mitours@palnet.com • Nativity
Travel, Tel: 274 2966, Fax: 274 4546 • Sansur Travel Agency, Tel: 274 4473, Telefax: 274 4459 • Sky Lark
Tours and Travel, Tel: 274 2886, Fax: 276 4962, skylark@palnet.com • Terra Santa Tourist Co., Tel: 277
0249 Fax: 277 0250

Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02) Car Rental Good Luck, Tel: 234 2160 • Orabi, Tel: 240 3521 • Petra,

Beit Jala (02) Guiding Star Ltd., Tel: 276 5970, Fax: 276 5971, info@guidingstar2.com

Bethlehem (02) Car Rental Murad, Tel: 274 7092 • Nativity Rent a Car, Tel: 274 3532, Fax: 274 7053 Taxis
Asha’b, Tel: 274 2309 • Beit Jala, Tel: 274 2629 • Al Fararjeh Taxi - 24 Hours, Tel: 275 2416
Hebron (02) Car Rental Holy Land, Tel: 222 0811 • Taxis Al-Asdiqa’, Tel: 222 9436 • Al-Itihad, Tel: 222 8750
Jericho (02) Taxis Petra, Tel: 232 2525

Tel: 295 2602 • TWINS, Tel: 296 4688 • Taxis Al-Bireh, Tel: 240 2956 • Al-Masyoun Taxi, Tel: 295 2230 •
Al-Salam, Tel: 295 5805 • Al-Wafa, Tel: 295 5444 • Al-Itihad, Tel: 295 5887 • Hinnawi Taxi, Tel: 295 6302 •
Omaya, Tel: 295 6120 • SAHARA Rent a Car Co., Tel: 297 5317/8 • Shamma’ Taxi Co., Tel: 296 0957

Gaza Strip (08) Car Rental Al-Ahli, Tel: 282 8534 • Al-Farouq, Tel: 284 2755 • Imad, Tel: 286 4000
• Luzun, Tel: 282 2628 • Taxis Al-Nasser, Tel: 286 1844, 286 7845 • Al-Wafa, Tel: 284 9144 - 282 4465 •
Azhar, Tel: 286 8858 • Midan Filastin, Tel: 286 5242
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Beit Sahour (02) Alternative Tourism Group, Tel: 277 2151, Fax: 277 2211, info@atg.ps, www.atg.ps •
Brothers Travel & Tours, Tel: 277 5188, Fax: 277 5189, holyland@brostours.com, www.brostours.com • Magi
Tours, Telefax: 277 5798, magitours@spidernet.ps
Hebron (02) AL-Afaq for Travel & Umrah, Telefax: 221 1332, alafaqtravel@yahoo.com • Al Amir
Tours, Telefax: 221 2065, alamiredu@yahoo.com • Alkiram Tourism, Tel: 225 6501/2, Fax: 225 6504,
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alkiram@hebronet.com • Al-Haya Travel & Tourism, Tel: 229 3108, Fax: 229 7496 • Al-Salam Travel and
Tours Co., Tel: 221 5574, Fax: 223 3747 • Arab Nisr Travel & Tourism, Tel: 221 5970/1, Fax: 229 2730/1,
arabnisr@yahoo.com • Sabeen Travel Tourism, Telefax: 229 4775, sabeenco@yahoo.com

Ramallah (02) Al-Asmar Travel Agency, Telefax: 295 4140, 296 5775, asmar@p-ol.com • Al Awdah
Tourism & Travel, Tel: 295 2597, Fax: 295 2989 • All Middle East Pilgrimage and Tourism Coordination
Office, Tel: 289 8123, Fax: 289 9174, ameptco@gmail.com, www.ameptco.com • Amani Tours, Telefax: 298 7013,
amanitr@p-ol.com • Anwar Travel Agency, Tel: 295 6388, 295 1706, alaa@anwartravel.ps • Arab Office for
Travel & Tourism, Tel: 295 6640, Fax: 295 1331 • Arseema for Travel & Tourism, Tel: 297 5571, Fax: 297
5572, info@arseema.ps • Atlas Tours & Travel, Tel: 295 2180, Fax: 298 6395, www.atlasavia.com • Darwish
Travel Agency, Tel: 295 6221, Fax: 295 7940 • Golden Globe Tours, Tel: 296 5111, Fax: 296 5110, gg-tours@
palnet.com • Issis & Co., Tel: 295 6250, Fax: 295 4305 • Jordan River Tourist & Travel Agency, Tel: 298
0523, Fax: 298 0524 • Kashou’ Travel Agency, Tel: 295 5229, Fax: 295 3107, kashoua@hotmail.com • Mrebe
Tours & Travel, Tel: 295 4671, Fax: 295 4672, info@mrebetours.ps • Paltour Travel and Tourism, Tel: 296
3662, Fax: 296 1373, op@paltour.ps • The Pioneer Links Travel & Tourism Bureau, Tel: 240 7859, Fax: 240
7860, pioneer@pioneer-links.com • Travel House For Travel & Tourism, Tel: 295 7225, Fax: 296 2634, www.
travelhouse.ps • Rahhal Tours & Travel, Tel: 242 3256, Fax: 242 9962, info@rahhaltours.ps, www.rahhalyours.
ps • Raha Tours and Travel, Tel: 296 1780, Fax: 296 1782, www.rahatt.com, www.rahatravel.com • Ramallah
Travel Agency, Tel: 295 3692, Fax: 295 5029, admin@kaoud.org, www.kaoud.org • Reem Travel Agency, Tel:
295 3871, Fax: 295 3871 • Royal Tours, Tel: 296 6350/1, Fax: 296 6635 • Sabeen Travel Tourism, Telefax:
240 5931, sabeenco@yahoo.com • Salah Tours, Tel: 295 9931, Fax: 298 7206 • Shbat & Abdul Nur, Tel: 295
6267, Fax: 295 7246 • Skyway Tourist Agency, Telefax: 296 5090
Jenin (04) Asia Travel Tourism, Telefax: 243 5157, www.asia-tourism.net • Al Sadeq Travel & Tourism,
Tel: 243 8055, Fax: 243 8057, email: amr_jarrar@yahoo.com

Nablus (09) Dream Travel & Tourism, Tel: 233 5056, Fax: 237 2069 • Firas Tours, Tel: 234 4565, Fax:
234 7781 • Top Tour, Tel: 238 9159, Fax: 238 1425, toptourandtravel@yahoo.com • Yaish International Tours,
Telefax: 238 1410, 238 1437, yaishtrl@palnet.com
Tulkarem (09) Faj Tours, Tel: 2672 486, Fax: 2686 070, fajtours@hotmail.com
Gaza Strip (08) Al-Muntazah Travel Agency, Tel: 282 7919 Fax: 282 4923 • Halabi Tours and Travel
Co., Tel: 282 3704, Fax: 286 6075, halabitours@email.com, www.halabitours.ps • Maxim Tours, Tel: 282 4415,
Fax: 286 7596 • National Tourist Office, Tel: 286 0616, Fax: 286 0682, shurafa@mtcgaza.com • Time Travel
Ltd., Tel: 283 6775, Fax: 283 6855, timetravel@marna.com

Consulates

East Jerusalem (02) Apostolic Delegation, Tel: 628 2298, Fax: 628 1880 • Belgium, Tel: 582 8263,
Fax: 581 4063, jerusalem@diplobel.org • European Community - Delegation to the OPT, Tel: 541 5888,
Fax: 541 5848 • France, Tel: 591 4000, Fax: 582 0032 • Great Britain, Tel: 541 4100, Fax: 532 2368, britain.
jerusalem@fco.gov.uk, www.britishconsulate.org • Greece, Tel: 582 8316, Fax: 532 5392 • Italy, Tel: 561 8966,
Fax: 561 9190 • Spain, Tel: 582 8006, Fax: 582 8065 • Swedish Consulate General, Tel: 646 5860, Fax:
646 5861 • Turkey, Tel: 591 0555-7, Fax: 582 0214, turkcons.jerusalem@mfa.gov.tr, www.kudus.bk.mfa.gov.tr •
United States of America, Tel: 622 7230, Fax: 625 9270
Representative Offices to the PNA

Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02) Argentina Representative Office to the PA, Tel: 241 2848/9, Fax: 241
2850, repal-gov-pal@hotmail.com • Australia, Tel: 242 5301, Fax: 240 8290, austrep@palnet.com, ausaid@palnet.
com • Austria, Tel: 240 1477, Fax: 240 0479 • Brazil, Tel: 241 3753, Fax: 241 3756, admin-office@rep-brazil.
org • Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Tel: 240 58 60/1, Fax: 2405862, representacionenpalestina@yahoo.
com, representacionenpalestina@hotmail.com • Canada, Tel: 297 8430, Fax: 297 8446, rmlah@international.gc.ca
• Chile, Tel: 296 0850, Fax: 298 4768, chileram@palnet.com • Cyprus, Tel: 240 6959, Fax: 240 4897 • Czech
Republic, Tel: 296 5595, Fax: 296 5596 • Denmark, Tel: 240 2330, Fax: 240 0331 • Egypt, Tel: 297 7774, Fax:
297 7772 • Finland, Tel: 240 0340, Fax: 240 0343 • Germany, Tel: 298 4788, Fax: 298 4786, gerrprof@palnet.
com • Hungary, Tel: 240 7676, Fax: 240 7678, humisram@palnet.com • India, Tel: 290 3033, Fax: 290 3035, roi_
ramallah@palnet.com • Ireland, Tel: 240 6811/2/3, Fax: 240 6816, irishrep@palnet.com • Japan, Tel: 241 3120, Fax:
241 3123 • Jordan, Tel: 297 4625, Fax: 297 4624 • Mexico, Tel: 297 5592, Fax: 297 5594, ofimex-ramala@palnet.
com • Norway, Tel: 234 5050, Fax: 234 5079, repram@mfa.no • Poland, Tel: 297 1318, Fax: 297 1319 • Portugal,
Tel: 240 7291/3, Fax: 240 7294 • Republic of Korea, Tel: 240 2846/7, Fax: 240 2848 • Russian Federation,
Tel: 240 0970, Fax: 240 0971 • South Africa, Tel: 298 7355, Fax: 298 7356, sarep@sarep.org, www.sarep.org •
Sri Lanka, Telefax: 290 4271 • Switzerland, Tel: 240 8360, vertretung@rah.rep.admin.ch • The Netherlands,
Tel: 240 6639, Fax: 240 9638 • The People’s Republic of China, Tel: 295 1222, Fax: 295 1221, chinaoffice@
palnet.com
Gaza Strip (08) Egypt, Tel: 282 4290, Fax: 282 0718 • Germany, Tel: 282 5584, Fax: 284 4855 • Jordan,

Tel: 282 5134, Fax: 282 5124 • Morocco, Tel: 282 4264, Fax: 282 4104 • Norway, Tel: 282 4615, Fax: 282 1902
• Qatar, Tel: 282 5922, Fax: 282 5932 • South Africa, Tel: 284 1313, Fax: 284 1333 • Tunisia, Tel: 282 5018,
Fax: 282 5028

United Nations and International Organisations

Air France and KLM, Tel: 02-628 2535/6 (Jerusalem), Tel: 08-286 0616 (Gaza) • Air Sinai – Varig, Tel: 02627 2725 (Jerusalem), Tel: 08-282 1530 (Gaza) • bmi – Nazarene Aviation, Tel: 02-626 0896/898, Fax: 02-626
0958 (Jerusalem) • British Airways, Tel: 02-628 8654, Fax: 02-628 3602 (Jerusalem) • Cyprus Airways,
Tel: 02-240 4894 (Al-Bireh) • Delta Airlines, Tel: 02-296 7250, Telefax: 02-298 6395 (Ramallah) • Egypt Air,
Tel: 02-298 6950/49 (Ramallah), Tel: 08-282 1530 (Gaza) • Emirates Airlines, Tel: 02-296 1780 (Ramallah) •
Gulf Air, Tel: 09-238 6312 (Nablus), Tel: 02-295 3912/3 (Ramallah) • Iberia, Tel: 02-628 3235/7238 (Jerusalem)
• Lufthansa, Tel: 09-238 2065 (Nablus) • Malev-Hungarian Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • Middle
East Car Rental, Tel: 02-295 2602, Fax: 295 2603 • PAL AVIATION, Tel. 02-296 7250 Telefax: 02-298 6395
(Ramallah) • Palestine Airlines, Tel: 08-282 2800 (Gaza), Tel: 08-282 9526/7 (Gaza) • Qatar Airways, Tel:
02-240 4895 (Al-Bireh), Tel: 08-284 2303 (Gaza), Royal Jordanian Airways, Tel: 02-240 5060 (Ramallah),
Tel: 08-282 5403/13 (Gaza) • SN Brussels Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah), SAS Scandinavian
Airlines, Tel: 02-628 3235/7238 (Jerusalem) • South African Airways, Tel: 02-628 6257 (Jerusalem) • Swiss
International Airlines, Tel: 02-295 2180 (Ramallah) • Tunis Air, Tel: 02-298 7013 (Ramallah), Tel: 08-286 0616
(Gaza) • Turkish Airlines, Tel: 02-277 0130 (Bethlehem)
Airport Information Gaza International Airport, Tel: 08-213 4289 • Ben Gurion Airport, Tel: 03-972
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FAO - Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Jerusalem (02), TeleFax: 532 2757, 532 1950,
registry.fao@undp.org, www.fao.org • IBRD - International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World
Bank), West Bank (02), Tel: 236 6500 Fax: 236 6543, Gaza (08) Tel: 282 4746 Fax: 282 4296, firstletterofsurname.
familyname@worldbank.org • IMF, - International Monetary Fund, www.imf.org, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 5913; Fax:
282 5923, West Bank (02), Tel: 236 6530; Fax: 236 6543 • ILO - International Labor Organization, Jerusalem
(02), Tel: 626 0212, 628 0933, Fax: 627 6746, Khaled.doudine@undp.org, Ramallah (02), Tel: 290 0022, Fax: 290
0023, Nablus (09), Tel: 237 5692 - 233 8371, Fax: 233 8370 • OHCHR - Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 7021, Fax: 282 7321, ohchr@undp.org, West Bank Office, Telefax: 02-296
5534 • UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Ramallah (02), Tel:
295 9740, Fax: 295 9741, unesco@palnet.com • UNFPA - United Nations Population Fund, Jerusalem (02),
Tel: 581 7292, Fax: 581 7382, unfpa.ps@undp.org, www.unfpa.ps • UNICEF - United Nations Children’s Fund,
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 583 0013,4 Fax: 583 0806, Gaza (08), Tel: 286 2400, Fax: 286 2800, Jerusalem@unicef.org •
UNIFEM - United Nations Development Fund for Women, Telefax: 628 0450, Tel: 628 0661 • UN OCHA
- United Nations Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Tel: 582 9962/02 - 582 5853, Fax: 582 5841,
ochaopt@un.org, www.ochaopt.org • UNRWA - United Nations Relief and Works Agency, Gaza (08), Tel: 677
7333, Fax: 677 7555, unrwapio@unrwa.org, West Bank (02), Tel: 589 0401, Fax: 532 2714, firstletterofsurname.
familyname@unrwa.org • UNSCO - Office of the Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process,
Tel: 08-284 3555/02-568 7276, Fax: 08-282 0966/02-568 7288, UNSCO-Media@un.org, www.unsco.org • UNTSO
- United Nations Truce Supervision Organization, Jerusalem (02), Tel: 568 7222 - 568 7444, Fax: 568 7400,
DPKO-UNTSO-admin@un.org • WFP - World Food Programme, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 7463, Fax: 282 7921,
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 540 1340, Fax: 540 1227, Arnold.Vercken@wfp.org • WHO - World Health Organization,
Jerusalem (02), Tel: 540 0595, Fax: 581 0193, who@papp.undp.org, Gaza (08), Tel: 282 2033, Fax: 284 5409, who@
palnet.com • World Bank, Tel: 236 6500, Fax: 236 6543

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
Programme of Assistance to the Palestinian People (PAPP)
4 Al-Ya’qubi Street, Jerusalem, Tel: 02 6268200, Fax: 02 6268222
E-mail: registry.papp@undp.org / URL: http://www.papp.undp.org
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Ramallah (02) Al Rafah Microfinance Bank, Tel: 297 8710, Fax: 297 8880 • Arab Bank, (Al-Balad)

East Jerusalem (02) Hospitals Augusta Victoria, Tel: 627 9911 • Dajani Maternity, Tel: 583 3906
• Hadassah (Ein Kerem), Tel: 677 7111 • Hadassah (Mt. Scopus), Tel: 584 4111 • Maqassed, Tel: 627 0222
• Red Crescent Maternity, Tel: 628 6694 • St. John’s Opthalmic, Tel: 582 8325 • St. Joseph, Tel: 582
8188 • Clinics and Centers Arab Health Center, Tel: 628 8726 • CHS Clinics, Tel: 628 0602/0499 • Ibn
Sina Medical Center, Tel: 540 0083/9, 532 2536 • Jerusalem First Aid Clinic, Tel: 626 4055 • Medical
Relief Womens, Health Clinic, Tel: 583 3510 • Palestinian Counseling Center, Tel: 656 2272, 656
2627 • Peace Medical Center, Tel: 532 7111, 532 4259 • Red Crescent Society, Tel: 586 056 • Spafford
Children’s Clinic, Tel: 628 4875 • The Austrian Arab Community Clinic (AACC), Tel: 627 3246 • The
Jerusalem Princess Basma Center for Disabled Children, Tel: 628 3058
Bethlehem (02) Hospitals Al-Dibis Maternity, Tel: 274 4242 • Al-Hussein Government, Tel: 274

1161 • Bethlehem Arab Society for Rehabilitation, Tel: 274 4049-51, Fax: 274 4053 • Caritas Baby, Tel:
275 8500, Fax: 275 8501 • Mental Health, Tel: 274 1155 • Shepherd’s Field Hospital, Tel: 277 5092 • St.
Mary’s Maternity, Tel: 274 2443 • The Holy Family, Tel: 274 1151, Fax: 274 1154 Clinics and Centers
Beit Sahour Medical Center, Tel: 277 4443 • Bethlehem Dental Center, Tel: 274 3303

Hebron (02) Hospitals Amira Alia, Tel: 222 8126 • Al-Ahli, Tel: 222 0212 • Al-Meezan, Tel: 225 7400/1 •
Al-Za’tari, Tel: 222 9035 • Hamdan, Tel: 228 1860 • Mohammed Ali, Tel: 225 3883/4 • Shaheera, Tel: 222
6982 • St. John’s Opthalmic, Tel: 223 5042 • The Red Crescent, Tel: 222 8333 • Yattah Governmental
Hospital, Tel: 227 1017, 227 1019 Clinics and Centers Red Crescent Society, Tel: 222 7450 • UPMRC,
Tel: 222 6663

Jericho (02) Hospitals Jericho Government, Tel: 232 1967/8/9 Clinics and Centers UPMRC, Tel:

232 2148

Nablus (09) Hospitals Al-Aqsa Hospital and Medical Center, Tel: 294 7666 • Al-Ittihad, Tel: 237

1491 • Al-Watani, Tel: 238 0039 • Al-Zakat Hospital (TolKarem), Tel: 268 0680 • Aqraba Maternity
Home, Tel: 259 8550 • Rafidia, Tel: 239 0390 • Salfit Emergency Governmental Hospital, Tel: 251 5111
• Specialized Arab Hospital, Tel: 239 0390 • St. Luke’s, Tel: 238 3818 • UNRWA Qalqilia Hospital
(Qalqiliya), Tel: 294 0008 Clinics and Centers Al-Amal Center, Tel: 238 3778 • Arab Medical Center,
Tel: 237 1515 • Hagar (Handicapped Equipment Center), Tel: 239 8687 • Red Crescent Society, Tel:
238 2153 • UPMRC, Tel: 283 7178

Ramallah & Al-Bireh (02) Hospitals Arabcare Hospital, Tel: 298 6420 • AL-Karmel
Maternity Home, Tel: 247 1026 • Al-Mustaqbal Hospital, Tel: 240 4562 • AL-Nather Maternity
Hospital, Tel: 295 5295 • Ash-Sheikh Zayed Hospital, Tel: 298 8088 • Birziet Maternity Home,
Tel: 281 0616 • Care Specialized Dental Center, Tel: 297 5090 • Khaled Surgical Hospital, Tel:
295 5640 • Ramallah Government Hospitals, Tel: 298 2216/7 • Red Crescent Hospital, Tel: 240
6260 Clinics and Centers Arab Medical Center, Tel: 295 4334 • Arabcare Medical Center,
Tel: 298 6420 • Emergency & Trauma Center, Tel: 298 8088 • Harb Heart Center, Tel: 296 0336
• Modern Dental Center, Tel: 298 0630 • National Center for Blood Diseases “Hippocrates”
Thalessemia and Hemophilia Center, Tel: 296 5082, Fax: 296 5081 • Patients’ Friends Society
K. Abu Raya Rehabilitation Centre, Tel: 295 7060/1 • Palestinian Hemophilia Association-PHA,
Telefax: 297 5588 • Peace Medical Center, Tel: 295 9276 • Red Crescent Society, Tel: 240 6260 • UPMRC,
Tel: 298 4423, 296 0686

Gaza Strip (08) Hospitals Al-Ahli Al-Arabi, Tel: 286 3014 • Dar Al-Salam, Tel: 285 4240 • Nasser, Tel:
205 1244 • Shifa, Tel: 286 2765 Clinics and Centers Arab Medical Center, Tel: 286 2163 • Beit Hanoun
Clinic, Tel: 285 8065 • Dar Al-Shifa, Tel: 286 5520 • Hagar (Handicapped Equipment Center), Tel: 284
2636 • St. John’s Opthalmic, Tel: 284 8445 • UPMRC, Tel: 282 7837

Tel: 298 6480, Fax: 298 6488 • Arab Bank, (Al-Bireh), Tel: 295 9581, Fax: 295 9588 • Arab Bank, (Al-Manara)
Tel: 295 4821, Fax: 295 4824 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 295 8421 • Bank of Palestine, Tel: 298 5921, Fax: 298
5920 • Bank of Palestine, (Al-Irsal) Tel: 296 6860, Fax: 296 6864 • Arab Palestinian Investment Bank,
Tel: 298 7126, Fax: 298 7125 • Beit Al-Mal Holdings, Tel: 298 6916, Fax: 298 6916 • HSBC Bank Middle
East, Tel: 298 7802, Fax: 298 7804 • Cairo-Amman Bank, Tel: 298 3500, Fax: 295 5437 • The Center for
Private Enterprise Development, Tel: 298 6786, Fax: 298 6787 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel:
295 4141, Fax: 295 4145 • Cooperative Development Unit, Tel: 290 0029, Fax: 290 0029 • Deutsche
Ausgleichsbank (DTA), Tel: 298 4462, Fax: 295 2610 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 298 6270, Fax: 298 6276 •
International Islamic Arab Bank, Tel: 240 7060, Fax: 240 7065 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 295 8686, Fax: 2958684
• Jordan-Gulf Bank, Tel: 298 7680, Fax: 298 7682 • Jordan-Kuwait Bank, Tel: 240 6725, Fax: 240 6728 •
Jordan National Bank, Tel: 295 9343, Fax: 295 9341 • Palestine International Bank (PIB), Tel: 298 3300,
Fax: 298 3333 • Palestine Investment Bank, Tel: 298 7880, Fax: 298 7881 • Palestine Islamic Bank, Tel:
295 0247, Fax: 295 7146 • Union Bank, Tel: 298 6412, Fax: 295 6416

Gaza Strip (08) Arab Bank, Tel: 08-286 6288, Fax: 282 0704 • Arab Bank (Al-Rimal), Tel: 282 4729, Fax:
282 4719 • Arab Bank, (Khan Younis) Tel: 205 4775, Fax: 205 4745 • Arab Bank (Karny), Tel: 280 0020, Fax:
280 0028 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 282 2046, Fax: 282 1099 • Bank of Palestine Ltd., Tel: 282 3272, Fax:
286 5667 • Beit Al-Mal Holdings, Tel: 282 0722, Fax: 282 5786 • Cairo-Amman Bank, Tel: 282 4950, Fax:
282 4830 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 282 5806, Fax: 282 5816 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 282
6322, Fax: 286 1143 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 282 0707, Fax: 282 4341 • Palestine Development Fund, Tel:
282 4286, Fax: 282 4286 • Palestine International Bank (PIB), Tel: 284 4333, Fax: 284 4303 • Palestine
Investment Bank, Tel: 282 2105, Fax: 282 2107
Nablus (09) Arab Bank, Tel: 238 2340, Fax: 238 2351 • Arab Bank (Askar), Tel: 231 1694, Fax: 234 2076
• Arab Land Bank, Tel: 238 3651, Fax: 238 3650 • Bank of Palestine Ltd., Tel: 238 2030, Fax: 238 2923 •
Bank of Palestine (Al-Misbah), Tel: 231 1460, Fax: 231 1922 • Cairo-Amman Bank, Tel: 238 1301, Fax: 238
1590 • Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 238 5160, Fax: 238 5169 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 238 6060,
Fax: 238 6066 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 238 1120, Fax: 238 1126 • Jordan-Gulf Bank, Tel: 238 2191, Fax: 238
1953 • Jordan-Kuwait Bank, Tel: 237 7223, Fax: 237 7181 • Jordan-National Bank, Tel: 238 2280, Fax:
238 2283 • Palestine Investment Bank, Tel: 238 5051, Fax: 238 5057 • Palestine International Bank,
Tel: 239 7780, Fax: 239 7788

City

Fire

Ambulance

Police

Jerusalem*
CHS (Old City Jerusalem)
Bethlehem
Gaza
Hebron
Jericho
Jenin
Nablus
Ramallah
Child helpline Palestine
Tulkarem
Qalqilia

02-6282222
101 / 050-319120
02-274 1123
08-2863633
102/22 28121-2-3
02-232 2658
04-250 1225
09-238 3444
02-295 6102
(121)free line
09-267 2106
09-294 0440

101

100

101 / 02-274 4222
101 / 08-2863633
101
101 / 02-232 1170
101 / 04-250 2601
101 / 09-238 0399
101 / 02-240 0666

02-274 8231
08-2863400
100
02-232 2521
04-250 1035
09-238 3518
02-295 6571

101 / 09-267 2140
101 / 09-294 0440

09-267 2161
09-294 22730

Telephone Services
East Jerusalem (02) Arab Bank (Al-Ezzarieh), Tel: 279 6671, Fax: 279 6677 • Arab Bank (Al-Ram), Tel:

234 8710, Fax: 234 8717 • Center for Development Consultancy (CDC), Tel: 583 3183, Fax: 583 3185 •
Commercial Bank of Palestine, Tel: 279 9886, Fax: 279 9258

Bethlehem (02) Arab Bank, Tel: 277 0080, Fax: 277 0088 • Arab Land Bank, Tel: 274 0861 • Cairo-Amman

Bank, Tel: 274 4971, Fax: 274 4974 • Jordan National Bank, Tel: 277 0351, Fax: 277 0354 • Bank of Palestine
Ltd., Tel: 276 5515/6, Fax: 276 5517 • Palestine Investment Bank, Tel: 277 0888, Fax: 277 0889

Hebron (02) Al-Ahli Bank, Tel: 222 4801/2/3/4 • Arab Bank, Tel: 222 6410, Fax: 222 6418 • Bank of

Palestine Ltd., Tel: 225 0001/2/3 • Cairo-Amman Bank, (Wadi Al-Tuffah) Tel: 222 5353/4/5 • Cairo-Amman
Bank, (Al-Balad) Tel: 222 9803/4 • Cairo-Amman Bank, (The Islamic Branch) Tel: 222 7877 • Islamic
Arab Bank, Tel: 2254156/7 • Islamic Bank, Tel: 222 6768 • Jordan Bank, Tel: 222 4351/2/3/4 • Palestine
Investment Bank, Tel: 225 2701/2/3/4 • The Housing Bank, Tel: 225 0055
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Bezeq
Wake up calls
Talking Clock
Time around the world
Vocal Information
Pager Service
Repeat call
Last call
Call waiting
Call forwarding
General information
Services
Corporate services

1475
1455
1975
1705
*41
*42
*70
*71
199
164
166

Paltel
Wake up calls
Free fax service
Follow me
(forwarding calls)
Phone book
Maintenance
Information
Internet maintenance

175
167

Tourism and Antiquities
Police

72*
144
166
199
167

Border Crossings

Calls from Overseas

Dial access code, international
country code (972) or (970),
area code (without the zero),
desired number
87

Bethlehem
Gaza
Jericho
Nablus

Allenby Bridge
Arava Border
Eretz Crossing
Rafah Border
Sheikh Hussien

02-277 0750/1
08-282 9017
02-232 4011
09-385 244
02-994 2302
08-630 0555
08-674 1672
08-673 4205
04-609 3410

Percentage of households that have a mobile phone.................................................................81.0%
Percentage of households that have a telephone.......................................................................50.8%
Percentage of households that view Palestine TV......................................................................29.9%

Population and Demography
Projected Population (1/6/2010)
Palestinian Territory............................................................................................................ 4,048,403
West Bank (All governorates)............................................................................................... 2,513,283
Gaza Strip............................................................................................................................. 1,535,120
Jerusalem Governorate......................................................................................................... 382,041
Sex Ratio...................................................................................................................................... 103.1
Population by Sex (1/2/2009)

Male............................................................................................................................................................................................1,973,503
Female........................................................................................................................................................................................1,916,023

Fertility rate (2007)........................................................................................................................4.6%
Average Household Size (1/12/2007)
Palestinian Territory.......................................................................................................................5.8%
West Bank.....................................................................................................................................5.5%
Gaza Strip......................................................................................................................................6.5%
Land Use and Agriculture
Palestinian Territory (PT) Area (Km2)............................................................................................ 6,020
Area of PT by Type of Use (different reference periods)
• Agricultural Land (2007)............................................................................................................25.1%
• Forest and Wooded Land (2007)................................................................................................1.6%
• Palestinian Built-up Land (2006).................................................................................................6.6%
Area of built-up land in Israeli Settlements of the total area of West Bank (2006).........................3.3%
Cultivated Area (Km2) - 2007/2008.......................................................................................... 1,854.0
Education (2007/2008)
Illiteracy rate for persons 15 years and over (2009)...................................................................5.4%
Illiteracy rate for persons 15-29 years (2009)..............................................................................0.8%
No. of schools (2008/2009) ......................................................................................................... 2,488
No. of school teachers (2007/2008)........................................................................................... 43,556
No. of school students (2008/2009)....................................................................................... 1,109,126
Students per class (schools) (2008/2009)...................................................................................32.3%
Drop-out rate (schools 2006/2007)................................................................................................1.2%
Repetition rate (schools 2006/2007)..............................................................................................3.0%
ICT (2008)
Number of fix phone subscribers.............................................................................................. 360,401
Number of mobile phone subscribers (thousand)......................................................................... 1,500
Number of ADSL internet subscribers........................................................................................ 92,482
Health (2008)
No. of hospitals (2009) ..................................................................................................................... 74
Doctors per 1000 population (2008) . .............................................................................................. 1.9
Nurses per 1000 population (2007).................................................................................................. 2.7
Beds per 1000 population (2009) .................................................................................................... 1.2
Culture (2006)
No. of mosques (in operation) ..................................................................................................... 2,228
No. of churches .............................................................................................................................. 160
No. of newspapers (in operation)...................................................................................................... 13
No. of theaters (in operation)............................................................................................................... 9
No. of museums (in operation)............................................................................................................ 8
No. of cultural centers (in operation)............................................................................................... 161
Information & Communication Technology (2006)
Availability of TV sets..................................................................................................................95.3%
Availability of satellite dish for households with TV sets..............................................................80.4%
Availability of computers at home................................................................................................32.9%
Availability of Internet at home....................................................................................................15.9%
Persons (10 years and over) who have acces to the Internet ....................................................18.4%
Persons (10 years and over) who use computers.......................................................................50.9%
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Living Standards and Humanitarian Aid (2006)
Percentage of Households below poverty line............................................................................57.3%
Number of Individuals below poverty line.............................................................................. 2,303,840
Percentage of households that lost more than half of their income during Al-Aqsa Intifada.......51.6%
Percentage of households that indicated their need for assistance (2005).................................67.0%
Average monthly per capita expenditure in the Palestinian Territory (2007).................................. 95.4
Labour Force (4th quarter of 2009)
Males
Labour force participation rate.................................................................................. 66.7%
Unemployment rate in Palestinian Territory (PT)...................................................... 21.1%
Unemployment rate in West Bank............................................................................ 15.9%
Unemployment rate in Gaza Strip............................................................................ 31.7%
Average net daily wage for employees working in PT (US$)...................................... 20.8

Females
14.1%
26.8%
19.1%
46%
20.1

Percentage of working children (10-17 years), (4th quarter of 2009) ................5.0 %..

0.8 %

Percentage of graduates of higher education and vocational training
of persons aged 15 years and over (End 2005)......................................................................14.5%
Percentage of graduates of high education and vocational training
who participated in labour force (End 2005)...........................................................................83.4%
Unemployment rate of graduates of high education and vocational training (End 2005) 25.4%
Economics
GDP (2009-million US$)-at constant prices (RWB and GS)**................................................... 5,147.2
GDP Per Capita (2009- US$)-at constant prices (RWB and GS)**........................................... 1,389.9
CPI and percent change in Palestinian Terrotiry
in May 2010 Compare with April 2010.(base year 2004=100) 127.60....................................0.07%
GDP per capita for the 4th Quarter 2009 in US $ at constant price (WB & GS)............................ 362.1
Quaterly GDP at constant price in millions of US $ (RWB & GS) for the 4th Quarter 2009........ 1,365.4
Number of Establishments in Operation in Private Sector and Non Governmental
Organization Sector by Economic Activity (2009)***
• Agriculture (farming of cattle and other animals)..................................................................... 6,976
• Mining and Quarrying................................................................................................................. 286
• Manufacturing........................................................................................................................ 14,988
• Electricity and Water supply........................................................................................................ 452
• Construction................................................................................................................................ 521
• Wholesale and Retail and Repairs........................................................................................ 59,171
• Transportation, storage and communication............................................................................ 1,116
• Hotels and Restaurants .......................................................................................................... 4,635
• Financial Intermediation.............................................................................................................. 846
• Real Estate, Rental and Business Activities............................................................................ 4,203
• Education................................................................................................................................. 2,357
• Health and Social work............................................................................................................ 4,229
• Other Community, Social and Personal Services ................................................................... 8,996
Imports of Goods (2008 million US$) ................................................................................... 3,466.2
Exports of Goods (2008 million US$)....................................................................................... 558.4
Hotels (1st Quarter, 2010)
Room occupancy rate..................................................................................................................31.1%
Bed occupancy rate.....................................................................................................................29.7%
Environment
Available quantities of water (2007 - mcm).................................................................................. 308.7
Connected households to wastewater network (2009)..........................................................52.1%
Housing Conditions (2009)
Average number of rooms in housing units...................................................................................... 3.6
Average number of persons per room (housing density)***............................................................. 1.6
(RWB and GS)=Remaining West Bank and Gaza Strip
* RWB and GS at constant prices: 1997 is the base year: revised version
** Primary Results
*** Revised Figures
Prepared by the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics
Tel: 02-240 6340, Fax: 02-240 6343
e-mail: diwan@pcbs.gov.ps - URL: www.pcbs.gov.ps
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As Palestine continues its struggle for independence, it has already begun to acquire sovereign cyberspace recognition.
A difficult three-year international debate resulted in the “Occupied Palestinian Territory” being officially assigned the
two-letter suffix, “.ps,” in the ISO 3166-1 list for the representation of names of countries or territories. The successful
struggle to attain country code 970 led the way for the Internet Corporation for Associated Names and Numbers
(ICANN), the international corporation that manages the country code Top-Level Domain (ccTLD) system on the
Internet, on 22 March 2000, to assign Palestine its unique country identifier, “.ps,” in line with other sovereign nations
such as .fr for France and .ca for Canada.

Arts and Culture: Ashtar Theater www.ashtar-theatre.org, Al Kasaba Theatre and Cinematheque
www.alkasaba.org, Al-Ma’mal Foundation for Contemporary Art www.almamalfoundation.org, Al Mathaf
www.almathaf.ps, ArtSchool Palestine www.artschoolpalestine.com, Baha Boukhari www.baha-cartoon.
net, Educational Bookshop www.educationalbookshop.com, Family Net www.palestine-family.net, Khalil
Sakakini Cultural Center (Ramallah) www.sakakini.org, Paltel Virtual Gallery (Birzeit University) www.
virtualgallery.birzeit.edu, Rim Banna www.rimbanna.com, RIWAQ: Centre for Architectural Conservation
www.riwaq.org, Sunbula (fair trade/crafts) www.sunbula.org, The International Center of Bethlehem
(Dar Annadwa) www.annadwa.org, The Popular Arts Centre www.popularartcentre.org, Shammout.
com www.shammout.com, Sumud www.sumud.net, Palestinian Pottery www.palestinianpottery.com, A.M.
Qattan Foundation www.qattanfoundation.org, The Musical Intifada www.docjazz.com, El-funoun www.
el-funoun.org, Sabreen Association for Artistic Development www.sabreen.org, The Virtual Gallery
www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu, Al Rowwad Theatre Centre www.alrowwad.virtualactivism.net
Business and Economy: Arab Palestinian Investment Company www.apic-pal.com, Hebron Store
www.hebron-store.com, Jawwal www.jawwal.ps, Massar www.massar.com, The Palestinian Economic
Council for Development and Reconstruction (PECDAR) www.pecdar.org, Palestinian Securities
Exchange, Ltd. www.p-s-e.com, Palestine Development and Investment Ltd. (PADICO) www.padico.
com, Paltel Group. www.paltelgroup.ps, Tatweer Information Technology & Business Solutions www.
progress.ps, Wataniya Palestine www.wataniya-palestine.com
Directories, ISPs and Portals: Jaffa Net www.weino.com, Hadara www.hadara.ps, Al-Quds Network
www.alqudsnet.com, Masader, the Palestinian NGO Portal www.masader.ps, Palseek www.palseek.
com, Paleye www.paleye.com, Al Buraq www.alburaq.net, The Palestinian NGO Portal www.masader.ps
Government: PLO Negotiations Affairs Department (NAD) www.nad-plo.org, PNA www.pna.gov.ps,
Ministry of Higher Education www.mohe.gov.ps, Ministry of Industry www.industry.gov.ps, Ministry of
Education www.moe.gov.ps, Ministry of Health www.moh.gov.ps, Government Computer Center www.
gcc.gov.ps, Orient House www.orienthouse.org
Health and Mental Health: Augusta Victoria Hospital www.avh.org, Gaza Community Mental Health
Programme www.gcmhp.net, Ministry of Health www.moh.gov.ps, Palestinian Counseling Center www.
pcc-jer.org, Red Crescent Society www.palestinercs.org, Spafford Children's Clinic www.spafford-jerusalem.
org, UNFPA www.unfpa.ps, Union of Palestinian Medical Relief Committees www.upmrc.org, Bethlehem
Arab Society for Rehabilitation www.basr.org, Palestine Medical Council www.pmc.ps
Human Rights Organisations: Al Haq www.alhaq.org, Defence for Children International Palestine
Section www.dci-pal.org, Human Rights and Good Governance Secretariat in the oPt www.humanrights.
ps, LAW - The Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and the Environment
www.lawsociety.org, The Palestinian Centre for Human Rights www.pchrgaza.org, BADIL www.badil.org,
Women’s Affairs Technical Committee (WATC) www.pal-watc.org; www.pcc-jer.org
Research and News: Applied Research Institute - Jerusalem www.arij.org, JMCC www.jmcc.org,
PASSIA www.passia.org, MIFTAH www.miftah.org, AMIN www.amin.org, Al Quds www.alquds.com, Al
Ayyam www.al-ayyam.com, WAFA www.wafa.pna.net, Al-Hayyat Al-Jadedah www.alhayat-j.com, Palestine
Wildlife Society www.wildlife-pal.org, 93.6 RAM FM www.ramfm.net, Ramallah on line www.ramallahonline.
com, Ramattan Studios www.ramattan.com, Palestine Family Net www.palestine-family.net, Palestine
Mapping Centre www.palmap.org, The Palestine Monitor www.palestinemonitor.org, The Palestinian
Center for Rapprochement between People www.imemc.org, OCHA- The United Nations Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs www.ochaopt.org, Englishpal www.englishpal.ps, Ma'an
News Agency www.maannews.net/en
Tourism: Ministry of Tourism www.travelpalestine.ps, Arab Hotel Association www.palestinehotels.
com, Holy land Incoming Tour Operators Association www.holylandoperators.com, Diyafa Hospitality
Management Consultants Group www.diyafa.ps
Travel Agencies: Alternative Tourism Group www.patg.org, Atlas Aviation www.atlasavia.com, Awad
Tourist Agency www.awad-tours.com, Aweidah Tours www.aweidah.com, Blessed Land Travel www.
blessedland.com, Crown Tours www.crown-tours.com, Daher Travel www.dahertravel.com, Guiding Star
www.guidingstarltd.com, Halabi Tours and Travel Co. www.halabitours.ps, Jiro Tours www.jirotours.com, Mt.
of Olives Tours www.olivetours.com, Pioneer Links www.pioneer-links.com, Raha Tours www.rahatravel.
com, Ramallah Travel Agency www.kaoud.org, United Travel www.unitedtravelltd.com, Universal Tourist
Agency www.universal-jer.com
Universities: Birzeit University www.birzeit.edu, An-Najjah University www.najah.edu, Al-Quds
University www.alquds.edu, Al-Azhar University (Gaza) www.alazhar-gaza.edu, Arab American University
www.aauj.edu, Bethlehem University www.bethlehem.edu, Hebron University www.hebron.edu, The
Islamic University (Gaza) www.iugaza.edu, Palestine Polytechnic www.ppi.edu
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The Last Word

Booming Ramallah
On 22 July, Amaar Group, the real estate investment arm of the Palestine Investment
Fund, laid the cornerstone of the Irsal Center, the upscale project in Ramallah.
Judging from the looks of the full-page adverts in local newspapers, the Center
will effectively be the new commercial district of the city of Ramallah, with high-rise
commercial towers and shopping areas as well as a five-star hotel. The modernlooking schematics are grand and quite impressive. Ramallah, no doubt, is booming.
Construction sites are visible all over the city; hotels of all sizes are springing up and
hoping to cater to a growing local and foreign clientele. Five-star lush hotels, such
as the Swiss-run Mövenpick Hotel, will open very soon, as will many others which,
while smaller in size, will offer attractions such as bowling alleys, sushi restaurants,
health spas, etc. You would think that the end of the Middle East conflict is around
the corner and that all is well.
During the past decade, Ramallah has managed to attract successful Palestinian
businesses simply because it is where most of the action takes place. Recently,
though, a successful business from Nazareth opened a branch in Ramallah, possibly
signalling a new phenomenon.
As if the commercial as well as the residential construction boom were not enough
to indicate Ramallah’s prosperity, a look at the expanding restaurant scene would
convince anyone still in doubt. One can hardly keep up with the pace of this sector’s
growth. On Thursday nights, in particular, it is nearly impossible to drive through
some of the streets where popular restaurants are located, even after midnight! While
we’re on the topic of restaurants, I’m pleased to inform our readers that starting with
the September 2010 issue of This Week in Palestine, we will start to provide details
about the specific type of cuisine offered by each restaurant listed in the directory
of our print-edition.
Culturally, too, Ramallah has the lion’s share of concerts, art exhibitions, and
theatre. If truth be told, though, the organisers of cultural events that emanate from
Ramallah always make sure to include other Palestinian cities and towns on their
itineraries. Apart from Ramallah, some events from the Palestine International Festival
2010, for instance, are in fact taking place in Hebron, Bethlehem, Jenin, even Haifa.
As Ramallah flourishes, though, Palestinians are wondering: Is Ramallah
becoming Palestine’s de facto capital? Has Al-Quds, as the future capital of the
State of Palestine, been reduced to a barren slogan? Has Israel planned it to be
this way all along? Was it sheer coincidence that practically all other Palestinian
cities were hermetically closed off for years while access to Ramallah was almost
always possible? In reality, however, facts on the ground speak for themselves.
Representative offices of tens of foreign countries already sit in Ramallah and,
as Palestine’s financial as well as political centre, the most that Palestinians can
aspire to today is that Al-Quds become Bonn and Ramallah Berlin (prior to becoming
Germany’s capital again).
Capital or no capital, however, Ramallah has done well and Palestine is proud of
its achievements. While other Palestinian cities strive to compete, Ramallah has, in
fact, replaced Jaffa and has indeed become the new bride of Palestine. I only pray
that the relative calm that the West Bank is witnessing is not the lull before another
storm hits our area and that the enduring norm for people will be live and let live.
Sani P. Meo
Publisher

Kufor Nimeh, Ramallah, photo by Ahed Izhiman.

